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Abstract

Optimal application perfolmance on a Distributed Object Based System (DOBS)
lequires class fragmentation and the development of allocation schemes to place
fragments at distlibuted sites so data transfer is minimized. Fragmentation en-
hances application per-folmance by reducing the amount of irrelevant clata accessed
at a local site and the amount of data transferred unnecessarily between distributed
sites. Algorithms for effecting horizontal and vertical fragmentation of relations
exist, but fragmentation techniques for class objects in a distributed object basecl
system are yet to appear in the literature. This thesis filst presents a taxonomy
of the fragmentation problem in a distributed object base. The thesis then con-
tributes by plesenting a comprehensive set of algorithms for (1) horizontally ancl
(2) vertically, fragmenting the four realizable class models on the taxonomy. The
fundamental approach is top-down, whele the entity of fragmentation is the class
object' Wiih holizontal flagmentation, our approach consists of first generating pri-
maly holizontal fragments of a class based on only applications accessing this class,
and secondly genelating derived horizontal fi'agments of the class ar-ising fi'om pri-
mary fi'agments of its descendant classes, its complex attributes (containecl classãs),
and/or its complex methods classes. Finally, we combine the sets of pr-imar-y ancl
der-ived fragments of each class to ploduce the best possible fragmentation scheme.
Wit,h the vertical fragmentation, our approach consists of grouping into a fi-agment,
all attlibutes and methods of the class frequently accessed together by applications
running on eithel this class, its descendants, its containing classes or- its complex
method classes. Thus, these algolithms account for inheritance and class cornpo-
sition hieralchies as well as method nesting among objects, and are shown to be
polynomial tirne.

1V
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many researchers have dernonstrated the impoltance of entity fragmentation in
distributed relational database design. Fragmentation enhances application per-for-

rrlance by leducing the amount of ilrelevant data accessed and the amount of data

transfelred unnecessarily between distributed sites. Algorithms that fragment rela-

tions horizontally and vertically exist but fragmentation techniques for class objects

in a distributed object based system (DOBS) have not appear.ecl in the liter.atur.e.

A DOBS suppolts an object oliented data model including features of encapsu-

lation and inheritance. Encapsulation requires methods (procedures) be bundlecl

with the data values they manipulate. A class has a unique identifier and collects

objects with common attributes and methods together'. Inher-itance allows leuse

and inclemental redefinition of new class stluctures in terms of existing ones. par.-

ent classes ale called superclasses while classes that inher-it attr-ibutes and methods

fi'om tlrem ale called subclasses. The ovelall inheritance hierar-chy of the database is

captuled in a c/¿ss inheritance hierarchy. We look at a class as an orcler-ecl 
'elationc: (K,A,,M,T) where K is the class identifrer, Athe set of attr-ibutes, M the set
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of methods and Z is the set of objects defined using A and. M1. The,-e is an object

identifying attribute oid which is a member of the set of attributes ,4. The oicl

could be either a system defined object identifier or a user-defined key att¡ibute.

Although many object oriented database systems exist today, only a few pro-

vide some form of support for distribution, including: ITASCA [23], ENCORE [22],

GOBLIN [25], THOR [30], and EoS [32]. Some of these systems have efficient

techniques for glouping and clustering objects of a class with objects of their most

needed parent on the same disk unit (container') [37]. These techniques, how-

ever', do not obtain paltitions of each database entity (like a class or its instances)

which are distributed. Secondly, though they provide techniques for handling ob-

ject migration, minimizing replication and migration of objects from the onset is

not emphasized. Moreover, with these apploaches, logical design and organization

of data is not cleally independent of the physical organization of clata. The work

of Beltino and Kim 12] on index selection is also complementary to this wor.k, but

different in the sense they aim at efficient design at the physical level (local in-

ternal schema), while our design aims at efficient design at the logical level (local

conceptual schema). To maximize the utility of these object-oriented systems, it is

beneficial to understand the distlibuted design problems in this environment and

plovide solutions for them.

Distributed relational databases [38] benefit greatly from fragmentation and

these benefits should be realized in a distributed object envir-onm ent [24]. A partial

list of benefits include:

e Different applications access or update only poltions of classes so fragmenta-

tion will r-educe the amount of irrelevant data accessed. by applications.
1We adopt the notation of using calligraphic letters to represent sets and rolrran fonts for

non-set values.
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Fragmentation allows gleatel concurrency because the ,,lock gr.anular-ity"

accurately reflect the applications using the object base.

Fragmentation reduces the amounts of data transferled when migration is
required.

r Fragment replication is more efficient than replicating the entire class because

it reduces the update problem and saves storage.

Two apploaches ale possible in distributed design - top-clown and bottom-up.

The top-down approach is useful when designing a system fi-om scratch. The i¡put
to the design plocess is the global conceptual schema (GCS) ancl access patter-n

information while the output from the design pïocess is a set of local conceptual

schemas [38]. The fragments created are later allocated, to distributed sites. l'he

bottom-up approach is used when databases already exist at distr.ibuted sites so

the process requires constructing a GCS from pre-existing local schemas. Since we

ale attempting to design an object base, the top-down approach is used and the

entity of distlibution is a class fr-agment.

Bfficient storage and handling of large amount of data on secondary stolage

media is extremely important in a database management systern [3]. Thus, con-

siderable attention is usually given to such design issues as the management of

metadata in the conventional system. These design issues also ought to be care-

fully addressed in the object based environment.

This thesis contributes to the broad objective of providing an efficient storage

system for a DOBS in the following ways:

1' Provides a precise taxonomy of the possible DOBS moders.
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2. Pr-ovides algorithms for

els in a DOBS.

Provides algolithms for

in a DOBS.

horizontally flagmenting the four

4

realistic class mod-

vertically fragmenting the four realistic class models

Provides an intuitive argument to show that these algorithms generate best

possible flagments that are also corr-ect with the prime objectives of:

Minimizing the local retrieval costs of applications running at any local

site by minimizing the amount of unneeded data stor-ed at any local site,

considering applications running at this site.

Minimizing the transmission costs incurr-ed in the cour-se of r-unning ap-

plications at local sites by rninimizing the amount of relevant data needecl

by local applications from remote sites.

Although algorithms currently exist fol fragmenting lelations, fragmentation ancl

allocation of objects is still a relatively untouched field of study. This work con-

tlibutes and is unique in the following ways: each object-oriented database entity
(database class) is fragmented and can be clistr-ibuted. Moreover-, pa¡titioning of

each entity aims at minimizing the need for object replication, migration ancl .,..e-

dundancy.

The ovelhead and difficulty involved in implementing distributecl clesign tech-

niques include the genelation of inputs from static analysis. Earliel work has ar.gr-recl

that since 20% of user quelies account for 80% ofthe total data accesses) this anal-

ysis is feasible [47]. Secondly, these distribution techniques work best for domains

without flequent dlastic changes in r.equirements. Accommoclating major changes

in a domain would entail a re-analysis of the system and r.e-r'unning of the dis-

.).

4.

(u)

(b)
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tlibuted design algorithms. Future research

can be incor-porated into a dynamic system.

U

will investigate how these techniques

1.1 The DOBS rnodel

A distributed object based system is a collection of local object bases distr-ibutecl

among different local sites, interconnected by a communication network. We assume

the database management system (DBMS) is distributed and the objects making

up the object base are placed around the network. The gener.al alchitecture of a
distlibuted DBMS is summarized below [38].

o At each site, there is an individual internal schema called the local inter.nal

schema (LIS) used to desclibe the physical data olganization on that machine.

o The global view of the enterprise data is desclibed by the global conceptual

schema (GCS) which desclibes the logical structure of the data at all sites.

Since the enterplise data is fragmented and replicated at local sites, the logical

organization of data at each site is described using the local conceptual scherna

(LCS).

o User applications and user access to the database is suppolted by external

schemas (BSs), defined above the global conceptual schema. The a¡chitectu¡e

is summalized in Figule 1.1.

The global dictionary (GD) is used to plovide lequirecl global mappings and

provides the function of allowing user quelies some location tr-ansparency. This

means that local database management components ale integr-ated by means of

global DBMS functions as shown in Figure 1.2.
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a--..l
ES"
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Figure 1.1: Distributed Database Reference Architecture

LOCAL DATA
MANAGEM
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LOCAL DATA
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\_
[rqr"]
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Figure 1.2: Functional Schematic of an Integrated Distributed DBMS
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1.L.1 The Data Model

The d.a.ta in a DOBS consist of a set of encapsulatcd objects. The ,lata va,lues

(attribute values) are bundled together with the methocls (procedures) for manipu-

lating them to folm an encapsulated object. Objects with common attr-ibutes anci

methods belong to the same class, and every class has a unique iclentifier. Inheri-

tance allows Ìeuse and incremental redefinition of new classes in terms of existing

ones. Parent classes are called superclasses while classes that inherit attributes

and methods from them are called subclasses. The database contains a root class

called Root which is an ancestor of every othel class in the clatabase. The ove¡all

inheritance hieralchy of the database is captuled in a class inheritance hiera¡chy.

A class is an ordered r-elation C : (K,A,M,I).Other features of the model usecl

to succinctly address the problem include the type of fragmentation that can be

performed on a class, as well as the type of attributes and methods contained in
the class. These features are discussed below.

Fbagrnentation Type: The thlee types of class fragmentation possible are hori-

zonl,al, veltical and hybrid.

Horizontal FÞagrnentation: Each horizontal f'agment (c¡) of a class con-

tains all attributes and methods of the class but only some instance

objects (I' CI) of the class. Thus, C¡: (K,A,M,I').

vertical trYagmentation: Each vertical fragment (c") of a class contains

its class identifier, and all of its instance objects for- only some of its
methods (M' ç M) anð. some of its attributes (A' C A) Thus, C, :
(K,A',M"r).

Hybrid Fbagmentation: Each hybrid fr-agment (cÐ of a class contains its

class identifier, some of its instance object" (T' çr) for- only some of its
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methods (M' ç M), and some of its attributes (A' ç A) Thus, Cf :
(r<,A' ,M' ,r').

Attribute Structures: Two types of attr.ibutes in a class ar-e possible:

Sirnple Attributes: only primitive attribute types that do not contain other

classes as part of them. The plecise composition of the set of pr-imitive

types is an important issue but beyond the scope of this thesis [1].

Complex hierarchy: The domain of an attlibute may be another class.

The complex attribute relationship between a class ancl other classes in

the database is usually defined using a class composition or aggregation

hielarchy.

Method Structures: Three possible method stluctures in a distr-ibuted object

based system are:

Simple methods: those that do not invoke other methocls of other. classes.

Furthel, simple methods only use local object data or clata passed as

palameters.

Contained Sirnple methods: simple methods of a class that ar-e part-of
the invoking class.

Complex methods: those that can invoke methods of other- classes. Fur-

ther, it is possible for a complex method to leturn an object of a clifferent

type.
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L.2 A Taxonomy

'I'his section defines a class fragmentation taxonomy suitable for r.easoning about

object bases. The taxonomy illustrated in Figule 1.3 characterizes the object base

model with respect to (1) the type of flagmentation (2) the type of attribute,

and (3) the type of method in the object model. In defining the taxonomy, the

flagmentation issues necessaly in object bases, identified by Karlapalem, Navathe

and Morsi 124] were considered and these are: How are subclasses of a fragment

of a class handled? Which objects and attributes of objects ar.e being accessecl

by rnethods? What type of methods are considered: simple methocls or. complex

methods? We extend these issues to include:

o What constitutes a fragment of a class? - Are only attributes of a class

fragmented, or is it possible or necessaly to fragment methods too?

How ale object versions fragmented and allocated? - Are they placed in the

same fragment as the original version or separate fragments? In the latte¡
case, what critelia are used?

o What type of attlibute need to be considered? - Simple attributes that have

simple domains or complex attributes that have domains in another class?.

The axes of the taxonomy are the type of fragmentation, the type of attributes,

and the type of methods in the object model.

Although two basic method types exist, a simple method of a containecl (part-

of) class is leferred to as a contained simple method because it is a simple methocl

of a class that is contained in another class. Thus, the valiety of class moclels

that could be defined in a DOBS are: Class models consisting of simple attlibutes
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simple

contained
simple

complex -------.-.->,
Fragmentation

Type
Method

Type

Figure 1.3: The Object Design Taxonomy

and simple methods, class models consisting of complex attributes and containecl

simple methods , class models consisting of simple attlibutes and complex methocls,

and class models consisting of complex attributes and complex methods. This

classification (Figure 1.3) enables us to accommodate all the necessary features

of object orientation and provide solutions for object bases that are str-uctur-ed in
valious ways. Complete solutions to the design problem in distr-ibutecl object basecl

systems r-equire a description of most points shown on this taxonomy. Note that

some points on Figure 1.3 may not be realistic (fol example, the model with a

complex hierarchy and simple methods as well as the model with simple attribute
and contained simple methods).

The thesis ploblem in sumrnary is: Given an object basecl system consisting of a

number- of classes and a set of applications accessing instance objects of these classes

at valious sites, define schemes to flagment diffelent class models both horizontally

and veltically.
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1-.3 Outline of Thesis

The olganization of the balance of the thesis is as follows. Previous wor-k on dis-

tributed database design as well as some object-oriented systems are discussed in

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents algorithms fol horizontally fragmenting the four

lealistic class models in a DOBS, whiie Chapter 4 plesents algorithms for ver-tically

fragmenting the foul lealistic class models in a DOBS. Chapter b demonstr-ates that
our algorithms generate the best possible fragments within the constraints of con-

flicting application requirements, minimized data replication and migration as well

as redundancy. This chapter also demonstrates the practicality ancl cor-r.ectness of

the fragmentation schemes. Finally, Chapter' 6 makes some concluding comments

and suggests directions for future lesearch.

11



Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter reviews other work on distributed database design, object-oriented

database systems as well as work on distributed object systems and/or Client/Server

object-or-iented databases. Section 2.1 pr-esents a review of the previous work o¡
fragmentation in relational database systems, Section 2.2 reviews some existing

object-oliented systems. Section 2.3 reviews previous work on distr-ibuted object

systems as well as Client/Servel object-oriented databases. Section 2.4 cliscusses

plevious wolk on fragmentation in object-oriented systems leaving Section 2.5 to

review some early work on clustering and indexing in object based svstems.

2.L Distributed Design (Relational)

In this section, previous work on holizontal fragmentation in r-elational databases

is fir'st reviewed, followed by a review of plevious work on vertical fi.agmentation in
relational databases.

12
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2.L.L Horizontal Fhagmentation

Q^-,^.,^l ..^-^^.,^L^-,^ L^-,^ ---^--r,^l -,- fruvri¿i,i icuc¿j,iciicrs nave -vvoïKeci oli iragtiteüta[lorr ln the ¡eiaiionai data modej

including Ceri, Negri and Pelagatti [7], Özsu and Valduriez [38], Navathe et at.lJ4),

Navathe and Ra [36], and Shin and Irani [8].

Ceri, Negri and Pelagatti [7] show that the main optimization par-ameter- neecled

for holizontal fragmentation is the number of accesses performed by the applica-

tion programs to different portions of data (file of records). They character-ize the

horizontal paltitioning problem in distributed database design, demonstr-ate file

paltitioning on primaly and secondary memoly) and distribute data to diffelent

devices' They define applications in terms of boolean pred,icates and use access

pattern information to achieve the design. Predicates are collected into sets. A set

of simple pr-edicates is cornplete if and only if the probability of accessing any two

records belonging to a minter-m fragment is the same. A complete set of predicates

is minirnal if and only if all its elements are relevant (needecl). Further-, implications

exist between boolean expressions of simple pledicates which eliminate meaningless

mintelms.

Navathe, Kaliapalem and Ra [35] define a scheme for simultaneously applyilg
the horizontal and vertical fi'agmentation algolithms on a r-elation to plocluce a gr.icl.

A technique similal to the veltical fragmentation schemes discussed in Navathe el

al. [34, 36] is used to produce horizontal fi'agments. They consiclel tr-ansactions

with high access flequencies using simple or- derived predicates to ploduce horizon-

tal fi'agments. A pledicate usage matrix is obtained from transaction information

and leads to a pledicate affinity matrix that clusters the predicate set into suþ-

sets. These at'e optimized using predicate inclusion ancl implications so the final

holizontal fragments can be formed.

13
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Özsu and Valduriez [38] define the database information needed for hor-izontal

fi'agmentation of the universal relation and show how the database relations are

reconstructible using joins. Ceri ef ø/ [9] model this lelationship explicitly using

directed links drawn between relations via equijoin opelations. The relation at the

tail of a link is called the owner of the link and the relation at the heacl is the

member [9]. They use the same concepts and parameters as well as methodology

identified in Ceri et al. 17., 9] to define horizontal flagmentation algolithms. Pri-

mary horizontal fragmentation is performed on all owner lelations of the clatabase

schema and the steps fol primary horizontal flagmentation are: (1) obtain the set of

complete and minimal predicates as in Celi eú al. l7l (generated by the COM-MIN

algorithm), (2) define the set of mintelmpledicates which are the conjuncts of the

predicates, either in their natural ol negated forms, and (3) eliminate meaningless

minterm fi'agments using the implication set [7]. They clefine derived horizontal

fragmentation on all rnember relations of a link according to a selection oper.ation

specified on its owner relation. The link between the owner and member relations

is an equijoin implemented as a sernijoin.

Shin and Irani 141] partition relations horizontally based on estimatecl user r.efer.-

ence clusters (URCs). URCs ale estimated fi'om user queries [7, 38] but are refinecl

using semantic knowledge of the relations. There is a knowledge-based system

containing specific knowledge about the data and an inference mechanism applied

to the knowledge-base generates new equivalent queries from which the URCs ar.e

derived.

I4
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2.L.2 Vertical FÏagmentation

fT^#o" ,..1 Ço.ror'"n.o l)11 'l^ß-^ ^- ^l^^-:+L- +L^¿ ^t---r^--- -ar 'r t ? Ì ¡ 1
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entity based on their affinity. Attributes accessed together by applications have high

affinity so the Bond Energy Algorithm developed by McCormick et at. [JJ] is usecl to

form these attribute clusters. Navathe et al. [34] extends Hoffer's work by defining

algorithms fol grouping attributes into ovellapping ancl nonoverlapping fragments.

They apply vertical partitioning to thlee database types, namely, distributed clata-

bases, one memory level database and databases arranged in a memory hierarchy.

The approach is to minimize the number of fragments visited by a transaction ancl

to lefine fragments using cost factors that reflect the physical environment where

the fragments ale stored. Cornell and Yu [11] optimized this work by developing

an algolithm that obtains an optimal binary paltitioning for r-elational clataþases.

They use knowledge of physical factors2 to declease the number- of clisk accesses.

Further refinement is accomplished by applying the binary vertical partition algo-

rithm iteratively [34]. Navathe and Ra [36] devetoped an algor-ithm that uses a

glaphical technique where the attribute affiniiy matrix is repr-esented as a graph

flom which a linearly connected spanning tree is generated and all cycles on the

spanning tlee folm fragments of the lelation.

Özsu ancl Valcluriez [38] discuss this earlier worl< on ver-tical par-titioning for.

distributed databases using the access fi-equency information ancl the Bond Ener.gy

Algolithm that gloups attr-ibutes of a lelation based on the attribute affinity values.

Gloups of attributes ate clusteled and cost equations ale used to clefine the best

position along the diagonal of this clustered affinity matrix for. splitting relations

into fi'agrnents.

zFor example, the type of scan used or the rate at which data is suppliecl from seconda¡y

storage.

15
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Chakravarthy et al. ll0l aÌgue that earlier algorithms fol vertical partitioning

are ad hoc, so they pr-opose an objective function called the Partition Evaluator-

to determine the "goodness" of the partitions generated by various algor-ithms.

The Partition Evaluator has two terms; namely, irrelevant local attr-ibute access

cost and lelevant remote attribute access cost. The irrelevant local attribute cost

term measures the local processing cost of transactions due to ir-relevant fi-agment

attributes' The relevant remote attlibute access term measures the remote pro-

cessing cost due to remote transactions accessing fragment relevant attributes. The

two components of the Partition Evaluator are responsive to partition sizes. The

veltical partition algorithms whose lesults could be evaluated using this objective

function include: the bond enelgy algorithm [33], binar"y vertical par-tition [84],

Ra's gr-aphical algorithm [36] and an exhaustive enumeration algorithm [i0].

2.L.3 Hybrid

Özsu and Valduriez [38] argue that nesting of holizontal and vertical fragmenta-

tions in any or-del ploduces hyblid fi'agmentations of r.elations. However-, pernul,

Karlapalem and Navathe [39] argue the usel view is an important semantic not

captured in distlibuted design of the r-elational data model. They ar-gue that a

view can encompass a set of transactions and different views may overlap to give

rise to reiationships between views. Then, fragments ale derived from these view

relationships by using the holizontal, vertical and delived fragmentation oper.a-

tors defined in l7' 34]. Theil methodology involves decomposing relations into a

set of disjoint fi'agments based on views whele one ol mole flagments repr-ese¡ts

a view. To obtain mixed fragments, they find all ovellapping views and for. each

pair of overlapping views perfolm a stluctured decomposition by applying vertical,

primary and derived horizontal operators to acquire the smallest non-overlapping

16
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set.

77

2.2 Object-Oriented Database Systems

This section presents a leview of features suppolted by some existing object-

oriented systems. The systems r-eviewed ale: GÐMSTONE [4], EXODUS [b],
ORION [29], ENCORE [42], POSTGRtrS [43, 44], STARBURST [31], IRIS [i9]
and 02 [12].

GtrMSTONtr is an object-based system developed at Ser-vio [4, Z2] whose ba-

sic architectule distinguishes two main subsystems: the GEM Server process for.

quely evaluation and the Stone Monitor for- allocating object identifiers in blocl<s

and coordinating commit activity. Its object-oriented database language (OpAL) is

used for data definition, data manipulation and genelal computation. GEMSTONE

provides support for encapsulation, both single and multiple inheritance as well as

attribute-value inheritance. User access to data is permitted through both declar.-

ative and procedural language. An object is stor-ed as a chunk of memory. It uses

class defining objects for management of its metadata and objects communicate

thlough message passing. GBMSTONB does not provide clistr-ibuted ser-vices.

ORION [27, 28, 29] is built at Micloelectronics and Computer Technology

Colporation (MCC). ORION has thlee different systems ORION-1, ORION-ISX,
and oRIoN-2. oRIoN-1 is a single user, multitask system, ORIoN_1SX is a

client/server system on a local area network, while ORION-2 is a distr.ibuted object-

lnanagement system in which all computers in the network par.ticipate in the man-

agement of the shared persistent database. The ORION-I architecture consists

of:
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1. Object Subsystem: which provides high-level functions such as schema evolu-

tion, version control, query optimization, and multimedia information man-

agement.

2. stor-age subsystem: which provides access to objects on disk.

Transaction Subsystem: which handles t'ansaction management.

Message Handler: which handles three types of messages - user-defined methocl,

access message fol accessing the value of an attlibute of a class; and system-

defined functions for schema definition, creation and deletion of instances;

and tlansaction management.

ORION supports encapsulation, all forms of inheritance, ancl an access language

that is both declar-ative and procedural. Objects storage lequires full replication

of superclasses' definitions in theil subclasses, and objects are stor-ed as recu¡sive

nested objects with pointels to the domain classes of the attributes. Metadata

is managed by class objects at a highel level and objects comrrunicate thr-ough

message passing. ORION's client/server and distributed models are discussecl in
Section 2.3.

ENCORtr 122',42]is an OODBS from Brown University, Depar.tment of Com-

puter Science. The database has two subsystems, a typeless backend ObServer

that manages the pelsistent object store and a component that enforces the type

system called ENCORE. ENCORE supports encapsulation, singie ancl multiple in-

heritance. It stores an object as an aggregate of chunks of memoly representing

all supelclasses up to the root. Metadata are rnanaged by objects at a higher level

and objects communicate through an exported interface. The Client/Servel aspect

of ENCORE is discussed in Section 2.3.

18
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EXODUS [5, 6] is an extensible database management system cleveloped at the

University of Wisconsin with the goal of implementing a storage system to sup-

polt the development of abstract data types, application-specific access methods,

operations and version management, in addition to other features. Its objects are

stored as unintelpreted byte sequences of unlimitecl size ancl a set of operations are

defined for manipulating eveÌy lalge stolage object and another set of operations

is used for manipulating any file storage object. Thus, BXODUS provicles weak

support for encapsulation and there is no clear support for inheritance at this low

level. EXODUS uses "hints" for the management of metadata. Ther-e is no direct

communication between objects at this level.

POSTGRES [40' 43,,44,45,46] is a database system built at the University of

California, Berkeley. It supports a data model which is relational but extencled with
abstlact data types, attribute, and procedure inheritance. POSTGRES,s novei ,no-

over-write' storage manager permits old lecords to lemain in the database whenevel

an update occuls. There is a repositoly of procedures in the system which are

bound to classes, attributes ol tuples using the types of the arguments. POSTGRtrS

supports both single and multiple inheritance. POSTGRES uses a system catalog

fol managing metadata.

STARBURST [20, 31] is an extensible system built at IBM's Almaden Re-

search Centre and is aimed at extending the lelational database system to captur.e

object-oliented and knowledge-based system featules. Access to objects and thei¡
components is only thlough operations defined on the table. It provides suppo¡t fo¡

both single and multiple inhelitance. User access to database objects is through

a declarative language. Objects ale stored as nested or oldinaly relations ancl

thele is no direct communication between objects. STARBURST does not support

distributed se'vices and metadata is managed with tables.

19
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IRIS [19, 48] DBMS is developed at Hewlett-Packald laboratories. The layered

alchitecture of IRIS comprises the object manager on top of the stolage manager..

The IRiS storage manager is a conventional storage subsystem similar- to system

R's RSS. There is no explicit bundling of structure and behavior of data as an

object. Objects are accessed, using functions. It supports both single and multiple

inheritance. An object at a higher level is used for managing metaclata and there

is no dilect communication between objects.

O, [I2] is an OODBS with origin traced to ALTAIR, a project funclecl by 1N2 (a

Siemens Subsidialy), INRIA (Institute National cle Rechelche en Infor-matique) ancl

LRI (Laboratoire de Rechelche en Informatique, Univer.sity of Palis XI). The Oz

alchitecture consists of eight functional modules which include the object manageï

and the disk manager. 02's disk managel is the Wisconsin Stor-age System (WiSS).

It provides both declalative and procedulal user'-interface and objects are stor.ed

as WiSS records. Metadata is managed by objects at a higher level and objects

communicate thlough message passing. 02 plovides stlong support for. encapsula-

tion and supports both single and multiple inhelitance but no support for attribute
value inheritance.

2.3 Early 'work on Distributed 8¿ client/server
OODBs

This section plesents a review of existing object based systems that ar-e either

distributed or support a client/servel architecture. The OODB's r-eviewecl ar.e

ITASCA [23], ENCOP"E [22,42], GOBLIN [2b], THOR [30], and Eos [37].

ITASCA [23] is a distributed active object database management system devel-

20
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oped by Itasca Systems. Itasca emerged from the ORION prototypes. ORION2

has a distlibuted, object-oriented architectule for multi-client, multi-server ar-chi-

tecture and ITASCA is an extension of ORION-2. The distr.ibuted envilonment

of ITASCA allows shared and private databases and the shared database is dis-

tlibuted across workstations sites in the network. An ITASCA ser.ver controls the

partitioning of the shared database at each site. Private databases allow pr.ivate

data not shaled with other usels of the database. The schema is storecl reclundantly

at each site but each instance of data is stored at one site. There is no centr.al clata

server nor central name server. The user or application does not need to know the

Iocation of a talgeted object in the database. Location of clata may be changecl

by the useL or by the system moving data fi'om one site to another-. ITASCA uses

one schema for- the entile distributed database. Each site has a copy of the shar.ed

database schema, including code fol methods. Therefore, only data neecls to move

among sites at execution time. There is an object directory at each site which maps

unique identifications to physical locations on either the shai-ed or private clatabase

partitions of the local site.

The ObServer component of ENCORF, 122] reads and writes chunks of mem-

ory from secondaly storage. The type level communicates with the Ser.ver thr-ough

the UNIX lemote plocedu,-e call (RPC) mechanism. The functions of ObSer-ve¡

include: (1) managing chunks of memoly in secondary stolage with a unique iclen-

tifier (IJID) attached to each chunk, and (2) maintaining cor.respondence between

UIDs and chunks of memoly. There is a network of workstations (nocles) running

independent processes. A server and its data leside on a single node and processes

on othel nodes could access this server. To communicate with the serveï, the pro-

cess binds a module called the client to its image so the client ancl the serve¡ can

leside on different machines. The BNCORE module uses the object selver- as a

2I
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backend and when two different processes on two different machines are using the

ENCORE database, separate copies of trNCORE must reside on each machine. A

binder process provides a client with a connection to the desired database. When

a client wants to access a database, it issues a request to the binder which re-

turns information identifying the server attached to this database, to get the client

connected to the server. This enables access to multiple databases. Clustering of

gloups of related objects as a segment stored on disk is used to improve per-for.-

mance. A segment is of variable size and is the unit of transfer for- objects between

client and selvel and from secondary storage to main memory. Thus, the segments

collectively provide a partition of the objects within a database and every database

object is contained in at ieast one segment.

GOBLIN 125] is a distributed OODBS developed in Amster-dam. GOBLIN luns

in an envilonment consisting of a network of workstations with memor.y-resiclent

databases. The storage scheme used by GOBLIN is a thlee-level directoly hierar-

chy fol complex objects which uses attlibute collections with multiple incalnations

called Binaly Association Tables (BAT). The Class Aclministr-ation Table (CAT)

describes the structural lelationships between object components for- a specific clata-

base schema. Finally, the mapping from schema to database instances is adminis-

tered by a Redistribution Administration Table (RAT) including the par.titioning

and distribution information. The storage management functions ar-e of three types

- sch,ema functions, path functions and storage functions. The schema functions

describe the relationships to be maintained. For example, functions that map a
class identifier (clid) to the set of object ids (oid) representing instance objects

of this class. The counterpart of the oid or clid at the physical level is called the

Physical Identifier' (PID). Schema functions have corlesponding path functions. Fo¡

example, the schema function Pp","o,t CLID -+ SET(OID) relates a class id to its

22
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set of instance objects and has the corresponding path function P7r","o,: pID --+

SET(PID) which maps a class to its instance objects. The mapping between the

extensional and intensional layers is captuled by the stor.age functions, e.g, func-

tions that relate OIDs and values at the schema level to PIDs and values at the

implementation level. This mapping between OIDs and PIDs is achieved using an

object table' The OIDs and PIDs can also be made identical. The path function

definitions are administered in Binary Association Tables, the schema functions are

captured in a Class Administration Table, and the storage functions are captur.ecl

in a Redistribution Administration Table. Object persistence, stability and con-

sistency are not addressed by ihe BAT, CAT or RAT but left for the distributed

operating system ol handled by the Class Manager which lesides on each p¡ocessor-.

THOR [30] is a distributed system developed at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology (MIT), Laboratory for Computel Science. THOR is a distr-ibutecl system in
which objects are stored at server- nodes distinct from the machines where clients

programs reside. Copies of THOR frontends run at client machines and pe¡form

the tasks of caching and plefetching objects and running oper.ations on objects

Iocally. Its implementation is fully distlibuted because clients are separated florn
ser..vers which are themselves distributed. The system alchitectur-e compr-ises a set

of computing nodes connected by a network. Some of these nodes are THOR ser.veïs

that store objects in the THOR universe while others are client nodes, wher-e users

of THOR run their programs. It is possible to have a single nocle act as both a

selver- and a client. The THOR system runs fr-ontends (FEs) at client nodes, and

bacl<ends (BEs) and object repositor-ies (ORs) at the servels. While FEs and BEs

handle type and operations on type, the ORs deal with managing the resilient stor--

age for objects. Every lesilient object resides at one of the ORs, usually the fir-st

OR selected when the object became permanent. However, objects can move from

ôoL¿
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one OR to anothel under user control. An OR's persistent objects ar-e storecl on

disk organized into variable-length segments. Each segment contains a group of

lelated objects (a cluster). An object is identified by ils orefwhich is local to the

OR containing the object and is comprised of a segmeni id (sid) and an offset. An

OR also keeps information about relationships between segments. Thus, an object

identifier is made up of the pail (OR-id,oref). Each OR contains one of the second-

level dilectories. There is also a top-level directoly with entries as ORs. Each OR

resides at a number of servers making multiple copies of their objects and for each

object, one of the selvers that has its copy acts as primary while other-s with copies

act as backups. The primary handles all FE inter-actions for. its objects.

EOS 137] is an object-oriented proglamming environment for distributed sys-

tems developed at INRIA, Fr-ance. Leos, the language of EOS, is an object-oriented

programming language that provides transparency for both distribution and per-

sistence. BOS provides a flat, viltual and galbage coilected object space which

needs to be paginated and distlibuted. Object grouping is used to minimize cost

of distribution. Object grouping includes both object declustering onto nocles ancl

object clusteling on disks. Object declustering is the partitioning of an object into
subobjects and a mapping of these subobjects onto nodes. Object clustering is the

process of grouping objects on disks. Objects accessed together aïe grouped closely

on disks, usually detelmined by access patterns of computations which ar-e in turn
estimated by object aggregation. EOS's object model permits the definition of ar-

bitrarily complex objects as agglegation of objects of arbitrar-y depth. An object

is an instance of a class which holds a system wide identifier. Unifolm per.sistence

is supported so any object pelsists as long as it is reachable fi-om a root of per-sis-

tence. Objects are grouped in harbor and pier containels. The halbors ale usecl to

improve on node locality and is local to a single node. A harbol is divided into pier

24
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containers each of which is a set of disk tracks.

grouped with their most relevant parent.

25

Within the containers, objects are

worl< on horizontal fragmentation in the object-

by a review of early wor-k on vertical and hybricl

2.4.L Horizontal FYagmentation

Karlapalem, Navathe and Molsi [2a] identify some of the fragmentation issues in
object bases They identify two types of methods - simple methods that access

a set of attribute values of an object and complex methods that access a set of

objects and instance variables?3 Further, they argue that a pr.ecise clefinition of

the plocessing semantics of the applications is necessary. They do not present

solutions for horizontally fragmenting class objects but a¡gue that techniques usecl

by Navathe et o,l. [35] foL hor-izontal fragmentation could be applied.

2.4.2 Vertical Fbagmentation

Karlapalem et al. [24) argue that a model consisting of simple methods can be

vertically partitioned using techniques desclibed by Navathe et al. [34], white that
of complex methods, r'equir-es a method-based view (MBV). The MBV identifies the

set of objects accessed by a method and the set of attributes or instance variables

2.4 Distributed Design (Object-Oriented)

This section fir'st discusses previous

oriented database system, followed

fragmentations.

3They take complex methods as being synonymous with an application.
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accessed by the method. The sets are fulther grouped into sets of objects and

instance variables based on the classes to which they belong. This genelates the

set of pairs of objects and instance valiables (O¿,1¿) accessed from a class C; by a

method. This is called method m;'s view of class C;. They fur-ther.suggest the use

of concepts developed by Pernul et al. [39] to fragment classes based on views.

2.4.3 Hybrid Fbagmentation

Karlapalem et al l2a] propose folming groups of objects (O¿) and thei¡ attr-ibutes

(A¿) of class C accessed by each method (M;) in the clatabase to obtain pair-sets

(o¿,A¿) for each 1M;). trach (o;,A;) defines the mixed class-fragment of class c
accessed by method (M¿) and is method M¡'s view of class c.

2.5 Early wbrk on Allocation of Fþagments at

Distributed Sites

Karlapalem et al[2a] identify reduction of data transfel and communication between

sites as the main objectives in allocation of fi'agments. They identify the neecl to
consider the invocation sequence of complex methods as another issue in an object

base' Other issues they identify include: references to other classes by attr-ibutes of
a class, the inheritance hielalchy and references to different ver-sions of an object.

They note that the ploblem of allocation is not yet satisfactorily solved in the

relational system and appear-s mor..e difficult in an object base with these addecl

issues to consider'.
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2.6 Physical Object Clustering and Indexing

Some systems like trOS [37], provide efficient techniques for grouping and clustering

objects of a class with objects of their most needed parent on the same disk unit

(container). This scheme is used to decide how best to group objects of relatecl

classes on secondary storage. For example, if an object of a class X is sharecl by

objects of classes P and Q, the system uses lelevance weighting to decide which

object (that of P or Q) to group the shaled object X with. Although the main

objective of these systems is to give users distribution or cluster-ing tr-ansparency

and shield them from explicitly clustering their objects, their techniques clo not

obtain partitions of each database entity (like a class or its instances) which are

later distributed. Secondly, though they plovide techniques for- handling object

migration, minimizing replication and migration of objects from the onset is not

emphasized. Moreover, with these techniques, logical design and organization of

data is not cleally independent of the physical organization of data.

The wolk of Bertino and Kim [2] on index selection is also complementary

to our wolk' but different in the sense that they aim at efficient design at the

physical level (local internal schema), while oul design aims at efficient design at

the logical ievel (local conceptual schema). They define three index configur.ations

that could be used to provide fast access to class instances using a variation of

B-trees. Efficient designs at both physical (local intelnal schema) ancl logical (local

conceptual schema) levels ale important for an efficient distributed system. The

design at one level could affect the pelformance of the design at the other level. Fo¡

example, if the local conceptual schemas from our design leave fi-agments of classes

not flequently needed at a local site, this may lead to storage of many inclexes on

objects that ale not needed at this site but may be needed at remote sites, thtis,
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retrieval costs of these objects will include tlansmission cost. Since there ale many

objects at this local site not frequently accessed, the retrieval cost (at the physical

level) for any object, which depends on the size of the B-trees ancl the indexes,

will be reduced by a good design at the logical level because the data sear-ch space

is reduced. In effect, improper design at the logical level may cause a continual

reorganization at the physical level. Thus, while the two designs are independent

and on diffelent levels, they are complementary.
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Hori zont al FYrgrnent at ion

This chapter pr-esents horizontal fragmentation algorithms for all four- models cle-

fined in the taxonomy of Figure 1.3. This r-epresents the first veltical layer on the fig-

ure. Section 3.1 presents a horizontal fragmentation algorithm for classes consisting

of objects that have simple attributes using simple methods while Section 3.2 dis-

cusses the algolithm for fragmenting class objects composed of complex attributes

and simple methods. Section 3.3 presents the algor-ithm for handling classes com-

posed of simple attributes and cornplex methods while Section 3.4 cliscusses the

algorithm for holizontally flagmenting classes composed of complex attributes and

complex methods' Finally, Section 3.5 discusses othel important char.acter-istics of

the algor-ithns including their- time complexities.

We pr-oceed by explicitly stating assumptions, definitions r.equir-ed, and then

plesenting the algorithms. we make the following assumptions:

1. Objects of a subclass physically contain only pointels to objects of super--

classes that ale logically palt of them. In other words, an object of a class

is made from the aggregation of all those objects of its superclasses that are
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logically part of this object. Secondly, there are no cycles in the dependency

graphs discussed later-.

This assumption makes for a more efficient storage structule because inher'-

ited attributes and methods are not replicated at subclasses. The structure

is more realistic and reflects the actual object and specialization many object

oriented database systems use) e.g.) ENCORE [22]. The alter-native stor-age

structure also has its advantages and is fragmented as well by oul approach

without modification. The significance of this assumption is that providing a

fi-agmentation scheme for the alternative storage structure (where inher-itecl

parts of superclasses are replicated at subclasses) would call for an exten-

sive modification of the fi'agmentation algorithm to accommodate the storage

structure in the first assumption. Thus, with the first assumption, we are i¡
the positio' to define a mo'e gene.al fi'agmentation scheme.

2. There are no cycles in the dependency graphs discussed later.

Some applications may require an object structule where provision for a cy-

cle is necessary in the aggregation or class composition graph (e.g., when two

classes are part of each other). Our approach is to define a uni-clirectional

dependency graph from the aggregation hieralchy, and in this case) we select

which of the two bi-directional links in the aggregation grapir has higher ap-

plication access fi-equency. The effect of the uni-directional depenclency graph

is provides a detelministic direction for propagation of plimaly fragments to

derived fragments between two classes that depend on each other.

Primary Horizontal Fragrnentation is the partitioning of a class basecl o¡ly on

applications accessing the class directly. Fol example, an application r.unning on a

class Student, with an attribute dept, could have preclicates {p1:dept:,,Math",
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P2:dept:"Computer Sc",P3:dept:"Stats"]. Deriued horizontal fragmentat,ion oc-

curs in three ways. (1) PaLtitioning of a class arising from the fragmentation of its

subclasses, (2) fragmentation of a class arising flom the flagmentation of some com-

plex attribute (par-t-of) of the class, and (3) fragmentation of a class arising fr.om

the fragmentation of some complex method classes invoking methods of this class.

The cardinali'ty of a class is the number of instance objects in the class (clenoted

card(C,)). Sevelal more definitions are required.

Definition 3.L A user query accessing database objects is a sequence of methocl

invocations on an object or set of objects of classes. The invocation of methocì 7 on

class C is denoted by A4;'i and a usel query Ç¡ is represented by {Mi|.i ,,Mor.r,. . .,Mnn.r}

whele each M in a user query refels to an invocation of a method of a class object.

I
Definition 3.2 Access frequency ol a quera is the numbel of accesses a user- ap-

plication makes to "data". If Q : {Qt,qz,...,qn} is a set of user queries, acc(q¡,rl¡)

indicates the access fi'equency of quely q¿ on dataitem d,¡ where data item d.¡ canbe

a class, a fragment of a class, an instance object of a class, an attribute or methocl

of a class.

Definition 3.3 Object Pointer join (l)between a fi-agment F! of an owner-class

Co and a membel class C- retur-ns the set of objects in the member- class which are

pointed to by objects in the fi.agment of the ownel class Ff. I

Definition 3.4 Instance Object join (O)between a pointer to an instance object

of a superclass and an instance object (1¡) of a class C¿ retur-ns the aggr.egate of

instance objects of the two classes that represent the actual instance object of the

31
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To illustlate the aggregate leturned by the object join function, we consider the

following example. In a database with Student a superclass of Grad, an instance

object Is of Gradis replesented as (Student pointer'5) O {Grad3,Mary Smith}. This

means that the actual ft of Grad is the quantity representing the instance object

15 of the superclass Student concatenated to the quantity {Grad3,Mary Smith}.

A method inaocation Mi'i on the objects of a class C; is lepresented as a set of

simple predicates that desclibe which objects to access. These simple predicates

ar-e Ìepr-esented as {Pr'r,Pri,. . .,Prï} for class C¡. Minterm selecti,uiúy is the number

of instance objects of the class accessed by a user query specified according to a

given mintelm predicate.

The proposed algorithms are guided by the intuition that an optimal fi'agmenta-

tion keeps those instance objects accessed flequently together while preserving the

inheritance and class cornposition hier-alchies. Secondly, the fragments defined a¡e

guaranteed correct by ensuring they satisfy the corlectness rules of completeness,

disjointness and reconstructibility. Completeness requiles that every attribute o¡

method belongs to a class fi'agment, while disjointness means ever.y attribute o¡

method belongs to only one class fragment. Finally, reconstructibitity requir-es that

the union of all class fragments should reproduce the original class.

3.1 Simple Attributes and Methods

This section presents horizontal fragmentation algorithms for- classes consisting of

objects that have simple attributes using simple methods as cliscussed in [i3, 1b,

181).
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3.1.1- The Algorithm (HorizontalFbag)

\X¡^ ^^^---^^ Ll^^L ¿l-- -l-r I I 1.vve assunle -r,üat ¡ire dataþase ald. appitcatron rntormatton requireci Íbr- ciistributed

design are pre-defined and application information definitions ale given as requirecl

in the following narrative. Input to the fragmentation process consists of the set

of applications ol usel queries, the set of database classes, and the inheritance

hielarchy information. The output expected from this fi'agmentation process is a

set of horizontal fragments for all classes in the database. The four.-step algorithm

required for horizontally flagmenting this first class model consisting of simple

attributes and simple methods is called HorizontalFrag. Discussions of the four

steps follow.

step one - Define the Link Graph For all classes in the Database

The object base information required is the global conceptual schema. In the re-

lational model, this shows how database relations aïe impliciity connectecl to one

anothel through joins. Genelally, the object base information needed by the frag-

mentation procedure are of two types: The class hierarchy showing the superclass-

subclass relationship between all classes, and the deytendency grapha which captur.es

the method link or attribute link between any two classes in the database. This

means that, if the domain of an attlibute of a class C; is another class C¡, then

there is an attribute link between classes C¿ and C¡ and is represented by an ar..c in

the dependency gr-aph (C¡ - C). We capture both the class hierar-chy information

and dependence information of the database schema using a link graph. Since only

simple attributes and simple methods are used in this fir'st model, the link gr.aph is

lestlicted to class hierarchy infolmation and is generated as follows. Evely subclass
aAn example of a graph depicting dependency information is the class composition hierarchy

shown in Kim 126].
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c¡ depends on its superclass c, in the link g'aph and has an arc (c ¡ - c¿) i'se'ted
in the link glaph. Stalting from the leaf classes of the class hierar-chy, we define

a link flom each class to its supelclasses. This is a direct consequence of the in-

heritance hieralchy which implicitly partitions evely superclass into subclasses. By

stalting fragmentation with the subclass and propagating intermediate results up

the class hierarchy we preserve the implicit paltitioning of the inheritance hier-ar-chy

and produce lesults that approach our intuitive notion of optimality. Dir.ectecl links

among database classes are used to show these relationships and if class C¿ depencls

on class C¡, an arc is inserted (C¡ - C,). Algorilhm Linkgraphof Figure 3.1 gives

a formal presentation of this step. This algolithm stalts from the leaf classes of the

class hielarchy and defines a linl< fi'om each class to its superclasses (lines 3-10).

step Two - Define Prirnary Horizontal Flagments of classes

The quantitative database information required is the caldinality of each class.

Both qualitative and quantitative application information is r-equir-ed. The funda-

mental qualitative information consists of the predicates used in external methods

(messages or procedure calls) fol user queries. A primaly horizontal fragrnentation

is defined by the effects of user queries on objects of the owner- classes. A prima¡y

holizontal fragment of a class is a set of objects of ihis class accessecl together by

only applications running on this class. In the object oriented case, ownel ciasses

constitute all classes in the object base whose objects ale accessecl by user quer-ies.

Recall that each useï query is a sequence of method invocations on objects of a

class and each method of a class is represented as a set of predicates defined on

values of attributes of that class. Thelefore, to get the set of simple predicates on

any class C¡, we form the union of all predicates of all methods fr-om all the user

quelies opelating on attributes of the class C¿ that ale defined over some domain

D;.

tltJ.t
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Algorithm 3.1 (Linkgraph - captures the i,nheritance hierarchy)

Algorithm Linkgraph
input: C¿z set of classes in the database; C¿: set of leaf classes and C¡ C C¿.

LT: Class irierarchy of the database.
output: LG: The Link graph for the database schema.

LG : (f,À)
f f where r is a set of nodes; À is a set of arcs connecting nodes inl.ll
begin

LG *- initialized with a nodeVC¿ e C¿; (1)
s.t. I -- {CÈlCk e Cd} and À = Ø;

C¿ * Ieaf class in C¿

C¿ = {C¡,lCr €. C¡ }
while C¿ f Root do

for each C¿ € C¿

for each C¡ € superclass(C¿)
À:ÀU(C¿_C¡)
Q : Ct¿ {C¡}

end; {for C¡}
end; {for C¿}

Q=Ct-{C¿};
Ci : u leaf node in C¿

end; {while C¿}
return (LG);

end;

Figure 3.1: The Linkgraph Generator-

,rJd
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A simple predicate is defined as follows. Given a class C, with the attributes

(At,Ar,. - .,A.) whele A¿ is an attribute defined over domain D¿, a simple pr-eclicate

p¡ defined on the class C; has the fo.,.-m: p¡: A¿ 0 ualue where 0 e {:,1,1,1,>, >}
and ualue is chosen fiom D¿. We use P¿ to denote the set of all simple pr.eclicates

defined on a class C;. The members of P¿ are denoted by P¿¡ in the object base.

Following Özsu and valduriez [38], given a class with the setp; : {p¿r, pir,. . . , p¿^}

of simple pledicates we generated for the class from applications, we gener-ate the

set of minterm predicates MM¿ : {m¿r,,TTti2,...)?niz}. MM¿ is for.mecl using p;

and M M; : {m;¡ I ^oj 
: Ap,uep, Pil}, 7 < k < n,,I 1 j 1 ", where pït" : p;t,

or Pi¡ - -Pik.s We now use the semantics of the class to eliminate meani¡gless

minterm predicates. Algorithms SimplePredi,cates of Figure 3.2 and COM-futIN of

[38] ale used in this step. COM-MIN is an algorithm that gener-ates a complete

and minimal set of pledicates from a set of simple predicates. The objective of

COM-MIN is to include into the set of predicates for a class C¿, every preclicate

that partitions the class into at least two parts accessed differ-ently by at least

one application' Any simple pr-edicate that partitions C¿ differ.ently ancl which is

lelevant is included by COM-MIN. The Algorithm SimplePred,icates of Figu¡e 3.2

converts all user queries into a set of simple pledicates for all classes in the clatabase

(lines 3-7).

Step Three - Derived Horizontal Fbagmentation on Mernber Classes

A derived horizontal flagmentation is defined on the member-classes of links accorcl-

ing to its owner. We partition a membel class accolding to the fragmentation of its

owner class and define the resulting fragment on the attlibutes and methods of the

membel class only. Therefor-e, given a link L where owner.(L) : S and member(L)

atecanoccurirrmintermpredicateseithe¡initsrratural

fo¡m or negated form.
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Algorithm 3.2 (SimplePredicates - Generate simple predicates from user queries)

Algorithm SimplePredicates
input: Q: set of all user queries (ie a set of sequences of metrrods)

C¿: set of all database classes
output: P: set of set of simple predicates for all classes in the d.atabase.

f f wherc the set of simple predicates for class C; is p¿. ll
begin

for each class C¿ € C¿ d,o

P¿:Ø
for each Qn € Q do

for each ùI! e q¡ d,o

for each eli e l,ti
P¿ = P;U Pll

end; {for Ml}
end; {for q¡}
P =UP¿

end;

Figur-e 3.2: Simple Predicate Generator
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: R, the derived horizontal fragments of R ar-e defined as: R¿ : R 1 S¿, where

I < i <'¿-o and u.' is the number of fragments defined on R based on the owner. The

linl< between ownet and member classes is a pointer reference (f) which generates

those instance objects of a member class that ale pointed to by instance objects

in an owner fragment. For- example, an instance object of a subclass points to an

instance object of its superclass which is logicalty part of this subclass instance

object. Delived fragmentation of member classes based on applications r-unning

on owner classes of links may follow the chain of member- class links. A derived

fragment of a member class based on a primary fragment of an owneï class is a set

of member class objects accessed together by applications running on the owner

class. The derived horizontal fragments of member classes of links are generatecl by

lines 5 through 7 of HorizontalFrag of Figure 3.4. On Line Z, flr is the kth der.ived

flagment of class C¡ and Flo is the kth primary fragment of class C,. The symbol

J denotes the object pointer join and flr is the set of objects in the member.class

that a'e pointed to by objects in a fragment of the owner- class.

step Four - combining Prirnary a'd Derived Fbagrnents

The final horizontal fi'agments of a class is composed of objects accessed together

by both applications lunning only on this class and those lunning on its owner.

classes. Therefore, we must detelmine the most appropr-iate primary fragment to

merge with each delived fragrnent of every member class. Several simple heur-istics

could be used such as selecting the smallest ol largest primary flagment or. the
plimaly fragment that overlaps the most with the delived fragment. Although these

heuristics are simple and intuitive they do not captur-e any quantitative information

about the distributed object base. Thelefole, a mole precise appr-oach is describecl

that captules the environment and attempts to use it in merging derived fi-agments

with plimary fragments. Algorithm HorizontalMember of Figule 3.3 gives a formal
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presentation of this step. HorizontalMernóer selects a primary fr-agment of a member.

class that is most appropriate to combine with a derived flagment of the same class.

The primary fr-agment of choice is the one that has highest affinity with the current

de'ived f'agment by applying affinity Rule s.1 (Lines 1-B). If the ciass has no

primary fragments, the derived fragments are made the final horizontal fragments

and instance objects not yet contained in a derived fragment are placecl in one of

the fragments (Lines 8-11).

Captuling the quantitative information requires a few additional definitions.

First, we define the access frequencies of an object as:

Definition 3.5 Access frequency acco(I)of an object (1) is the sum of the ac-

cess fi'equencies of all the applications Q¿ accessing the object. Thus, acco(I) :
ll acc(q¿,I) for all q applications accessing the object. I

This definition can be used to define the numbel of lelevant and ir-r'elevant accesses

to an object with respect to another- fragment.

Definition 3.6 Releuant accesses(Ff,F: ) are those made to local objects of both

fi'agments F! and Ff and are defined as all of the access frequencies of objects be-

longing to both the derived and primaly fragments. Thus, Relevant accesses(f.d,l,?)

: D¡, acco(¿), for all I¿ e (F! a FÐ.

Definition 3.7 Irreleuant access(F!,F! ) are those made to instance objects which

a'-e in the primary fi'agment, F:, or- the derived fr-agment, F!, but not in both.

Irrelevant access(ff 
, FÐ : Ð4 acco(I¡), for all I¡ e ((Ff U F!) (F: n 4r)). I

We now define the affinity between a derivecl fragment ({d) and a cancliclate prima¡y

flagment (r,").
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Algoritlrm 3.3 (HorizontalMember - Primary and Deriued Fragments

Algorithm HorizontalMember
input: Ff : set of primary horizontal fragments of class C¿

F!: set of derived horizontal fragments of class C¿
output: î¿: set of horizontal fragments of class C¿

begin
for each f! e f!

select {e according to Afrnity Rule 3.1
T? - r? tt pd' z - "' " 

I lounsure disjointness //
for each overlapping I¿ e fï do

select F!^ according to Afinity Rule 3.2
for each F!,,n I m do

F?n= FT,- In;
end; {for {}

end; {for l}
end; {for {C}
ifcard(F!) =1then
begin

for each F! e f! ao
FT=F!

end; f f Enswe Completeness ll
F?x: fl - Ux+¡ F!¡

end
F._TP-¿ 

- 
J i

end;

Figure 3.3: Horizontal and Der-ived Fragments Integrator
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Algoritlrm 3.4 (Hori,zontalFrag - Horizontal Fragments Generator)

Algorit hm llorizontalFrag
input: Q: set of user queries; f I where e¿ is the set accessinsc¿; ll

C¿ : set of database classes
t(C) : the class hierarchy

output: F",: ser of horizontal fragments of ciasses in the database.
var

Linkgraph : tree
P¿ : set of simple predicates for class C¿.

Fl : set of primary horizontal fragments for ciass C¿
f! : set of derived horizontal fragments for class C¿

M! : set of member classes for the link graph L(C)
begin

linkgraph - LinkGraph(C¿,L(C));

2 : SimplePredicat es(Qt rC;)
for each class C¿ € owner(L(C))

fl : minterms of [COM-MIN(P, )]

for each member class C¡ € L(C) do
for every primary fragment in an owner class of C¡, Co

Flo = C; I F?r

"r,a; ffo" uÌ=' ' 
-'

end; {for C¡}

for each C¡ e M! do (member class)
.tr _I¡", : tlorizontalMember( Fi rfl)

for each C¿ €. (C¿- lvt!) do (nonmember class)
T 

-EP¿c; _ J i
end;

Figule 3.4: Class Hor-izontal Fr.agments Gener-ator
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Definition 3.8 Affinity between a deriued Fragrnents F! and a Ttrimary fragment
Ff of the same class, aff(Ff,F!)is a measure of how frequently objects of these

two fragments are needed together by applications. Thus, atr(F!,F:) : Relevant

access(fld, Fi) - h'relevant access(F!,,F!). t

Definition 3.9 The Object Affinity af fo(I¿,I¡), the affinity between two objects

I; and 1¡ is the sum of each object's accesses (affinity) for all queries that access

both objects. Thus, af f o(I¿,1¡) : D{nullq¡,çenq¡accessr;nr¡¡(acc(qn,I;) r acc(q¡,,1¡))

I

42

Definition 3.LO Affinity between an object

sum of object affinities between this object

Thus, fatrQ¿,F) : Ðr¡ert affo(I;,l¡), i + j.

a fragntent F, faff(I¿,F) is

all objects of the fragment

the

F.

I

I¡ and

1¿ and

We ale now in a position to determine the primary horizontal fr-agment in the

member class that is most suitable to melge with a particular der-ived fragment in

the member. This is summarized in the following rule.

Affinity Rule 3.1 Select the primary fi'agment that maximizes the affinity mea-

sure aff(f.d,,F,f ) where fd is the derivecl fragment and f;? is a plimary fi-agment in

the class ranging ovel all candidate fi'agments. This is the primaly fi-agment that

has the highest affinity with this der-ived fragment. t

This lule selects the most suitable prirnary fragment to merge witir the der.ivecl

fi'agment. The merging pÌocess results in some ovellap of objects in a set of pr-imary

fr-agments. Disjointness requires that an instance object appearing in mo¡e than

one fr-agment is not permitted so a technique is required to determine the object's
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best location. One approach would be to eliminate the instance from all prima¡y

fragments other than the one selected using Affinity Rule 3.1. This is likely to be

suboptimal. Our algorithm uses an object's affinity to its fragments to cletermine

the best final placement for the object. This is accomplished with the following

rule.

Affinity Rule 3.2 The primaly fragment Fl that maximizes the functionfatrQ;, Ff)
is where 1¿ is placed. t

The final step of this process converts derived fragments to plimary for a class that
has no primary fi'agments due to application access patterns.

3.L.2 An Example

This example uses the the sample data illustlated in Figure 3.6 6 and the class

hierarchy depicted in Figure 3.5 7. The classes of the sample database are frag-

mented based on the following application requir-ements. Primary fragmentation is

performed on the owneï classes: IJnderG, Grad, prof, Studelt and person.

91: This application groups gr.ads accor.ding to theil alea of specialization which is

detelmined by the name of their supervisor. The methods used are definecl

on class Grad and the predicates ale:

{Pr: supervisor' : "Plof John west",P2: supervisor- : "prof Mar-y smith"}
6For readability, we have preceded each key atiribute name of a class with À, each attribute

name rvith an ¿ and each method name with an rn, and this applies to all exarnples.
7To keep the example simple we assune there is no application requirements for class Course.
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Figure 3.5: Class Hierarchy of Simple Sample Object Base

q2: This application groups profs by their addresses. The methocls used are definecl

on class Prof with the following predicates:

{Pl: address : "Winnipeg",P2: address : ,,Vancouver",pz: address :
"Toronto" )

g3: This application sepalates profs with salaries gleater than or equal to $60,000

from those with salaries less than $60,000. The methods a.-e in the class prof
with the following predicates:

{Pa:salaly > 60000,P5:salar-y < 60000}

qa: Groups students by their departments. The methods ar.e from class Student
and the pledicates used are:

{ Pr : dept : "Math",P2 : dept :,, Computer- S c", p3 
: dept :,,St ats" }

Given this application information we for-m holizontal fragments of the class in
our example database using the class inheritance hierarchy given in Figure 3.b. We
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Pet-son - { Per-son, { a. ssno,a. name 
) a. age, a. address },

{m. whatlast,m. daysold,m.newaddr},

{ h{Personl,JohnJames,30,Winnipeg}
12 { Person2,,Ted Man, 1 6,Winnipeg}
13 {Person3,Mary Ross,2l,Vancouver}
Ia {Person4,Peter Eye,23,Toronto}
15 {PersonS,Bill Jeans,40,Tor-onto}
16 {Person6,Mandu Nom,32,Vancouver} } }

Prof : Pelson pointer O {Prof,{a.empno,a.status,a.salary},
{m. coursetaught,m.whatsalary },

{ L, (person pointerS) O {Profl,full prof,45000}
12 (person pointer6) O {Prof2,assoc pr.of,60000} } }

Student : Pelson pointel O {Student,{a.stuno,a.dept,a.feespcl},
{m.stuno-of,m. dept-of,m.owing},
1, (person pointerl) O {Student,Math,y}
12 (person pointer-4) O {Student,Computer Sc.,N}
13 (person pointer2) O {Student,Stats,y}
1a (person pointer3) O {Student,Computer Sc.,N} } }

Glad : Student pointel O {Gr-ad,{a.gr-adstuno,a.super.visor.},{m.whatprog}
{ L (Studeni pointerl) O {Gradl,John West}

12 (Student Pointer2) O {Grad2,Mary Smith} } }
IJnderG : Student

fi (Student pointer'3)
12 (Student pointer'4)

Figure 3.6: The Simple Sample Object Database Schema
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Figure 3.7: Class Hierar.chy's Link Gr-aph

apply the HorizontalFrag algo.ithm of Figu'e 3.4. Line 1 requi'es

of a linkgraph showing the dependence between classes clue to

Figu'e 3.7). Line 2 generates simple predicates for all classes fi-om

to give the following predicates:

46

the constluction

inheritance (see

the user queries

Psrad. : {supervisor : "Prof John West",supervisor:"Prof Mar-y Smith"}
P.pro¡ : {address - "Winnipeg",address:"Vancouver",

address: "Toronto",salary ) 60000,salary ( 60000Ì

Pstudent : {dept: "Math",dept: "Computer. Sc',,dept-,,Stats" }
Pp"r"on : Ø

Pund."rs : Ø

Line 3 of Figule 3.4 generates the primary hor-izontal fi'agments of all classes by

folming minter-rrs of the complete and minimal set of predicates for each class. The

minterms and primary fragments generated at this stage are:
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Class Grad

Minterms M M, : super-visoL : "Prof John West" A supervisor- f "prof Mary Smith,,

IVIM2: supervisor f "Prof John West" A super-visor:"Prof Mary Smith"

Fragments Fl : instance object 1 (1t)

Fl : instance object 2 (Ir)
Class Student

Minterms M Mr: dept : "Math" A dept f ,,Computer Sc,, Â dept f ,,Stats,,

M Mz : dept f "Math" A dept : ,,Computer Sc" A dept f ,,Stats"

M Ms : dept f "MaLh" A dept f ,,Computer Sc', A dept : ,,Stats,,

Flagments Fl : {11}

F{ : {I2,Ia}
F! : {ft}

Class Prof

Minterms MMr: address - "Winnipeg" A salary > 60000

M Mz : addless - "Winnipeg" A salary < 60000

M Mz : addr-ess : "Vancouver', A salar.y > 60000

M X[4 : address : "Vancouver'" A salar-y < 60000

M Mt : addless : "Toronto" A salary > 60000

M Ma : addless : "Toronto" A salary < 60000

Fragments Fl : Ø

Fl:Ø
F{ : {12}

Ff:Ø
F{:Ø

F{ : {11}
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The balance of the classes do not have predicates definecl on them so no primaly

fragments ale defined. Line 5 (of Figure 3.4) generates derived horizontal fragrne¡ts

on membel classes of the linkgraph as shown below. Since Grad has two fragments,

we have two derived fragments of the member class Student based on the two

fragments of the owner class.

Class Student

Fl : {rù
Fl : {12}

Derived fragments of the Class Person

The derived horizontal fragments of Person based on owner class (Student), are:

F! : {r}
Fl : {In,Iu}
F! : {12}

De'ived fragments of Pe'son based on the owner class prof ar-e:

Fl : {15}

F! : U6j

The next step is to apply the Hori.zontalMember algorithm (line 8-g of Figur.e 3.4)

to all member classes which integrates plirnary and derived fi.agments to generate

the final holizontal flagments of these member- classes. The member- classes that
need this algolithm applied to them are Student and Person. The quantitative

application information needed conceln the access frequencies of applications to
different Sroups of data in each class and we assume the following access fi-equency

infolmation 8.

sThe fragments referred to in the access statistics are primary fragments generated from
minterm predicates.
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Class Grad : acc(Qr,Fr) - 20,, acc(e1,&) : i0.

Class Prof : acc(Qr,Fr) : 5, acc(Q2,F2):I0, a"cc(Q2,,}'e):10

acc(Q3,flt) : 20, acc(Qs,Fz) :5
Class Student : acc(Qa,Fr) : 70,, acc(Qa,Fr) :5, acc(Qa,ft) : 0

Fulther, apply the Affinity Rules to fi'agments of Student to produce the following:

Class Student

Frd has the maximum affinity with Ff of 10, and so we merge Fl and, F{
toget:ft:{tr}

Fl has the maximum affinity with Fl of 0, and so we merge F! ancl Fl
to get : F! :{I2,Ia}

The third primary fragment remains the same as

F! :{4}
Class Person

since the class Person has no p'.imary fi'agments so the der.ived fr.agments

become primary.

3.2 complex Attributes and simple Methods

This section plesents an algolithm fol horizontally fragmenting classes consisting of

cornplex attlibutes that support a class composition hielarchy using simple methocl

invocations. The algorithrn first uses the attlibute link infor-mation from the class

composition hier.archy 126) to flagment classes accolding to the fr-agme¡tation of

theil contained classes. The class composition hielarchy is used to define the link
graph showing the dependencies between any two classes. If class C¿has class Cr.as
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part-of it there is a iink from class C¡ to class C¿ in the link graph. The first iteration

invokes HorizontalFrøg, using the link graph from the class composition hier-ar.chy,

to ploduce an initial fragmentation. Genelating derived fragments of a member

class originating from class composition hierarchy entails finding the preclicates of

its owner class and defining derived fi'agments of the member class based on these

predicates. The second itelation of the algolithm executes HorizontalFrag with the

link glaph defined using the inhelitance hielarchy to produce fr-agments basecl on

applications that preserve inheritance hier-archy too. The first itelation involves:

l. Form a class link graph from the class composition hierar.chy. If class

composed using class C¡ (i.e. C¿ contains C¡), form a link fi-om class

C¿.

2. Define primary horizontal fragments on owneÌ classes of links which compose

the contained classes.

3. Define deriaed horizontal fragments on member classes (containing classes).

These are fragments of the containing class that point to only some instance

objects of the contained classes.

4. Folm the union of primaly and derived fragments for member- classes (con-

taining classes) ensuring all fragments lemain disjoint.

This itelation produces the plimary holizontal fragments of the contained classes

in the aggregation gr-aph, which ai'e propagatecl to the containing classes to pro-

duce their initial horizontal fi'agments (line (1), Figure 3.8). The final horizontal

flagments of the containing classes ale ploduced using the class inheritance hier-

ar-chy to obtain a "new" Iink glaph. The HorizontalFrøg algor.ithm uses this link
glaph and the fi'agments of containing class flom the fir.st iteration as its primaly

50
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Algorithm 3.tr (Compler Attribute and Si,mple Method,)

Algorithm Hor-CA-SM
input: Q;: set of user queries

C¿ : set of database classes including classes with complex attribute
and simple methods; L(C) : the class hierarchy
A(C) : class composition hierarchy showing attribute link

output: F",: set of horizontal fragments of the set of classes in the database
begin

î"; : HorizontalFrag(e; , C¿, A(C)) (f )f"; : IlorizontalFrag(e; , î.;, L(C)) e)end; {Hor-CA-SM}

Figule 3.8: Hor-izontal Flagmentation - Complex Attlibute and Simple Method

flagments (line (2), Figule 3.8). It is possible that the second application of the

algolithm results in the oliginal class. This means the application lequir.ements

make fragmentation unnecessary.

3.3 simple Attributes and complex Methods

Holizontal fragmentation of classes consisting of objects with simple attributes us-

ing complex methods ,-equires that we know à priori those objects accessed by a
method invocation and that encapsulation is not violatecl. The former-r.equirement

is accomplished with static analysis and the lattel is inherent in the object model.

Achieving optimal fragmentation requiles that objects that invoke methocls on a set

of other- related objects should be contained within the same fragment. Obviously,

if this can be achieved it will be possible to allocate highly related objects together..

This goal is leflected in the following definitions because we can clevelop an algo-

Iithm that maximizes local relevant access ancl minimizes local irrelevant access.
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Thus, we present definitions that enable us to define groups of objects of each class

being fragmented that are needed together- based on nested methocl invocations

from other classes in the database.

Definition 3.11 Object reference set of method Mi'i denotecl or.ef(Mt.r) contains

all objects referenced by method Mi'j of some object in class c¿. I

we can enumerate the objects in oref(Mn'i) by {If J!r,. . . ,,ry} where II is the nth

object needed by method Mi'i and is also an object of class C_.

Definition 3.L2 Class fragment object reference set coref (F!,C^) are objects of

class C- referenced by methods of class fragment F! of class C¿. This is derived

f'om oref(¡y1;'i) as : coref(F;à ,C*) : l)r*eo,"f (M¿ j) I^ for all U¿.¡ e F!. I

If fragments generated with coref statistics contain overlapping objects, we use

method object affinity value between each overlapping object and each of the frag-

ments to decide which one fi'agment it is most beneficial to keep this object in,

taking into consideration all application and nestecl method needs. This measur-e is

also impoltant in calculating the global affinity between two fragments (say a de-

lived and primaly fragment) and used duling merging of such fragments. Thus, the

method lelevant and irrelevant access statistics in this moclel have been rnoclifiecl

to include nested method accesses to these objects.

Definition 3.13 Number of references of method MLi b an object 1- of class

C^ is denoted numlef(Mo'i ,I^) which is the number of times method Mi.r accesses

object 1- during one invocation of. Mi.i . I
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Definition 3.L4 Class number of reference cnumref (F!,1^)of class fragment {Þ
on object 1- of class C^, is the sum of all accesses made to this object by all methocls

of this class fragment. Thus, cnumref(f,Þ,1^) : Ð¡r; jep! numref(Mo i,I*). t

Definition 3.15 The Method Object Affinity maffo(I¿,1¡l is the sum of accesses

made by any methods of a class fragment ol applications to both objects I¿ and I¡.
maffo(I¿,I¡): (application accesses to both objects) * (method accesses to both
objects)

maffo(I¿,1 ¡) : Ð{nulln¡€eÂqraccess t,nt,¡(acc(qt", I¿) * acc(q¡,I¡)) +
Ð1u0,¡t,tr.ject"¡Mk.jaccesslnli)(numref (Mr'j ,Io) I numref (Mk j ,I j)) f

Definition 3.L6 Method Access frec1uency macco(I^)of an object (I*) is the sum

of the access frequencies of all the applications Q¿ accessing the object plus the

strm of all method references to the object. Thus, macco(I*) : ÐT acc(q¿,1*) +
Dvui jlt^eoreJ(M;.i)numref (Mo j ,I^). r

Definition 3.17 Method releuant access MRA(F!,FT )between a derived fragment

F! and plimary fragment F! of a class C¿, measures the number of times objects

of both fragments ale accessed by methocls of other objects. Thus, MRA(4.a,4r;
: Ðt*e{FlnF?} numref(AtÍi'i,I*) for any Mi.i . t

Definition 3.L8 Method lrreleaant access MIA(F!,F:J between a clerivecl frag-

ment Fl and a primaly fragment -F;w, measules the number of times objects mem-

bers of eithel of the fragments but not both are accessed by methods of othe¡

objects.

MI A( F!, F! ) : Ðr- 
¡ ¡ 
r- € {((4pur,¡) - (Fln4p))} ct cc(qr, I *)

L\- rl-f Lhllt*e{((¡';purd)-(F¡nr',o))} numref (M''t,I*) for all applications qo and methocls

Mi'i accessing this object. t
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Definition 3.19 Object Fragment Affinity between an object I* and a hor-izontal

fi'agment Ff, denoted ofaff(I-,4n), ir the amount of accesses made to fragment {.À
uis a ais the object 1-.

ofaffQ*,F!) : Ð4er! maffo(I*,|¡), ^ # j.

Definition 3.2o Method Affinity between Fragments maff(Fd,Fpl is the difference

between lelevant and irrelevant access: rr'atr(F!,Ff): MRA(4d ,F:) _ MIA(F!,Fl).

I
Affinity Rule 3.3 Select the plimary fragment that maximizes the methocl affin-

ity measure maf({d, f,-{) where 4d is the delived fragment genelatecl fiom methocl

dependencies and Fl is a plimary fragment in the class ranging over all candiclate

fi'agments. I

Affinity Rule 3.4 The plimary fragment F! that maximizes the function

ofaff(I¡, Fl) is wher.e 1- is placed. f

Thus three dependence types between classes ar-e captured in a complete clesign

with the most complex object model (Section 3.4). The inheritance relationship

between classes is captured in the fragmentation scheme by pr-opagating the frag-

mentation of a subclass to a supelclass so that derived fragments of a supelclass,

based on the fi'agments of its subclasses, is obtained. The second type of clepen-

dence is flom the complex hielalchy. If a class C¿ contains another class C¡ as

part of it, the fr-agmentation of the contained class C¡ is used to obtain derivecl

fragments of the containing class C¿. The thild is method depenclence. If objects

of a fragment of a class C¿ invoke methods in objects of another class C¡, we want

to group all objects of the class C¡ invoked by all objects of the fragment of C; into
a derived fragment of C¡, so that these two fi'agments are allocated together.
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3.3.1 The Algorithm

This section presents an algorithm where objects consist of simple attributes and

complex methods. In this model, only two types of dependencies exist between

classes - the inheritance hierarchy and method clependencies. Thus, algorithm
Hor-SA-CM (Figure 3.11) fir-st genelates class fi'agments from the inheritance hi-
eralchy information using HorizontalFrag (line (f )). The seconcl iter-ation captur-es

the method dependency information using object reference statistics. The objective
of this iteration is to take each existing fragment of ever-y class, say class C¡ i1 the
object base and produce a derived fragment F! ofthe class being fragmented C¿, due

to complex method dependencies of objects of another class fragment -F¡l. It furthe.
selects a primary fragment Fl of this class C; most appropliate to merge with this
derived fi'agment ff and eventually pr-oduces a non-oveÌ-lapping set of horizontal
fi'agments that has incorporated method dependency infolmation. This second it-
elation is formally defined as algorithm Deriued,-From-CompM of Figure 8.10. The
first step of Figule 3.10 takes evely class (line (1)) and creates a set of objects
referenced by each class's fragments (line (3-5)), called the d,eriued, fragmenú. The
algorithm then detelmines which plimary fi.agment the derived fi.agment has the
greatest affinity with (line (6 13)) and adds it to the applopr-iate primary fragment
(line (1a)). Finally, since it is possible to place an object in more than one pr.imar.y

fragment, Affinity Rule 3.4 is used to find the plimaly fragment wiih which it has

the gleatest affinity (line 15 of 3.10 and line (1-7) of 3.9) ancl it is removed from
others (line (S-11) of 3.9).
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Algorithm 3.6 (Disallowing oaerlapping of objects in Fragments)

Algorithm No-Overlap
input: Fþ,: set of horizontal fragments of the classes.
output: rff set of non-overlapping horizontal fragments of the classes.
var

Prifragforobj : set of objects;
k : integer;

begin
I I This algorithm ensures each object belongs to //
I I only one fragment.//
for each overlapping object I¿ of class fragments (Flr,. . .,F1,)

l, 
- 

1a-a

Prifragforobject- FI e C¿

for every fragment Fl e class C¿

if ofatr(I¿,F!) > ofaff(I¿,{),
then begin

Prifragforobject : F?
k=k+1

end; {begin}
end; {for {}
4 = Prifragforobject
for every fragment .ff e class C¿

if (¡. e {) and (Frk + Fi)
then{=Ff-I¡

end; {for {}
end; {for 1¿}

end; {of No-Overlap}

Figure 3.9: Disallow Overlap of Objects in Fragments
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Algorithm 3.7 (Generate Deriued Fragment Based, on

Algorit hm Derived-From_CompM
input: T!: set of horizontal fragments of the classes

oref (ttt;.i¡: set of object references for all Mi.i
C¿ : set of database classes

output: f !: set of horizontal fragments of the classes
var

Compler Methods)

€ C;.

T! : set of derived horizontal fragments for class C¿
Prifragforderived : set of objects;
k : integer;

begin
I I This algorithm captures the method dependency information //for every fragment F,t € class -F"

F! =Ø
for each class C',., € C¿ do

ifmlithen
f! : fiu corcf(F;¡,,C*)

end; {for C_}
end; {for fl¡}

for each primary fragment F! e f", of class C¿,
1- 

- 
1Jt-l

Prifragforderived = FI e f",
for every fragment F! e f",

if matr(ff, FÐ > matr(F!,Ff)
then begin

Prifragforderived : 4P
l<:i

end; {begin}
end; {for {P}
4P = Prifragforderived
Fe - F!¿Fd-z

end; {for {C}
f", = No_overlap({)

end; {of Derived-From_CompM}

Figure 3.10: Captur-ing the Complex Method

ments
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Algoritlrm 3.8 (Simple Attribute and Cornpler Method,s)

Algorithm Hor-SA-CM
input: Q¿: sel of user queries

C¿ : set of database classes
L(C) : the class hierarchy
oref (M!): set of object references for all M! e C¿.

output: .F",: set of horizontal fragments of the classes
var

P¿ : set of simple predicates for class C¿

f! : set of primary horizontal fragments for class C¿

f! ,: set of derived horizontal fragments for class C¿

.ltØ! : set of member classes for the link graph L(C)
begin

f", : IforizontalFrag(e; , C¿, L(C))
for each class C¿ € C¿ do

f 
" 
; = Derived-From-Com pM ( î 

",,C 
;,or e f ( jl,I i ),C d)

end; {for C¿}
end; {of Hor-SA-CM}
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3.4 complex Attributes and complex Methods

This section presents an algorithm fol holizontally fragmenting classes consisting

of complex attributes and complex methods as discussecl in [14, 18]. With this

model, the database information that needs to be captuled includes: the inher.itance

hierarchy, the attribute link to reflect the part-of hieralchy, and the method links

to reflect the use of methods of other classes by fragments of a class. The algorithm

is essentially the sum of the previous model's algorithms. The first ancl second

iterations of this algorithm involve generating a set of horizontal fragments that
capture the inheritance hierarchy and attlibute link information using the same

technique presented in Section 3.1. Duling the third iteration, the method tink
information is captured by genelating a set of delived fragments using the same

techniques as in the second iteration of the algorithrn presentecl in Section 3.3 wiih
algorithm Deriued-From-ComplVI of Figure 3.10. These final der.ived fi-agments are

merged with horizontal flagments from the second iterations to obtain the final
fragments of the classes. The formal presentation of this algori th¡¡_ Hor-CA_CM
is given in Figure 3.12. We illustrate the application of the thir-d iter.ation of this
algorithm using an example given in the following section.

3.4.L An Example

This example incorpor-ates class models consisting of complex attr.ibutes ancl com-

plex methods. The extended complex class object base is given in Figur-e 3.13.

The database schema infolmation that is one input to this design plocess con-

sists of the class hierarchy of the object base which is as given in Figu'e 3.14, ancl

the class composition hieralchy in Figure 3.15. The other input is the application

information 91 to Çs given below.
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Algorithm 3.9 (Compler Attribute and Cornpler fuIethod)

Algorithm Hor_CA_CM
input: Q¿: sel of user queries

C¿ : set of database classes

t(C) : the class hierarchy
A(C) : the class composition hierarchy with attribute linlç
oref (M!): set of object references for all M! € C¿.

output: F",: set of horizontal fragments of the classes
var

P¡ : se| of simple predicates for class C¿

f! : set of prirnary horizontal fragments for class C¿

f! ,: set of derived horizontal fragments for class C;
M! : set of member classes for the link graph L(C)

begin
f", = HorizontalFrag(e, , C¿, L(C))
F.; : HorizontalFrag(e; , (T",, A(C))
for each class C¿ € C¿ d,o

T", = Derived-From_CompM (f,,,C ¿,ore f ( M! ),C¿)
end; {for C;}

end; {Hor-CA-CM}
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Person : {Person, {a. ssno,a. name,a. age, a. address},
{-. rsno-of,m. whatname,m. daysold, m. newaddr},

{ h{Personl,JohnJames,30,Winnipeg}
-I2 {Person2,Ted Man, l6,Winnipeg}
13 {Person3,Mary Ross,2l,Vancouver}
1a {Person4,Peter Eye,23,Toronto}
/5 {PersonS,Mary Smith,40,Toronto}
16 {Person6,John West,32,Vancouver}
,I7 {PersonT,J acky Brown,3b,Winnipeg}
16 {PersonS,Sean D amp7,Toronto}
Ie {Persong,Bilt Jeans,43,Vancouver}
In {PersonlO,Mandu Nom,30,Winnipeg} } }

Prof : Person pointer O {Prof,{a.empno,a.status,a.depl,a.salary,a.student},
{-..mpno,m. status-of, m. coursetaught, m.whatsalar.y},

{l (person pointerS) o {Profl,asst prof,Computer Sc.,4bó00,students pointer.s}
/2 (person pointer6) o {Prof2,assoc prof,Math,60000,students pointersi
13 (person pointerg) o {Prof3,full prof,Math, g0OO0,students pointers}
Ia (person pointerlO) O {Prof4,full prof,Math,82000,students pointers} } }Student : Person pointer O {Student,{a.stuno,a.dept,a.feespd} ,

{-. rtuno-of,m. dept-of,m.owing},
{ /, (person pointerl) O {Studentl,Math,y}

12 (person pointer4) O {Student2,Computer Sc.,N}
.I3 (person pointer2) O {Student3,Stats,y}
1a (person pointer3) O {Student4,Computer Sc.,N}
15 (person pointer7) O {StudentS,Math,y}
16 (person pointerg) O {Student6,Stats,N} } }

Grad : Student pointer O {Grad,{a.gradstuno,u.rupéruisãr},
Im. gradstuno-of, m.whatprog]

{ 1, (Student pointerl) O {Gradl,John West}
12 (Student Pointer2) O {Grad2,Mary Smith}
13 (Student Pointerb) O {GLad3,Mary Smith } } }

UnderG : Student

[ (Student pointer3);12 (Student pointer4)
13 (Student pointer6)

Dept: {Dept,{a.code,a.name,a.profs,a.students},{m.whichdept,m.number-of-profs}},
{ It {Dept1,{computer science,prof poiite's,student pointers}

I2 {Dept2,{Math,prof pointers,student pointers}
13 {Dept3,{Actuary Science,prof pointers,student pointers}
1a {Dept4,{Stats,prof pointers,student pointers} } }
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q1: This application groups grads according to their alea of specialization which is

determined by the name of their supervisor. The methods used. ar-e clefinecl

on class Grad and the predicates are:

{P1: supervisor : "Plof John west",P2: supervisor : "prof Mary smith"}

q2: This application groups profs by theil addresses. Themethods used ale definecl

on class Prof with the following predicates:

{P1: address : "lvinnipeg",P2: addless : ttvancouver",pz: 
aclclress :

ttToronto" 
)

93: This application separates profs with salaries greater than or equal to $60,000

from those with salaries less than $60,000. The methods are in the class prof
with the following predicates:

{Pa:salary > 60000,P5:salar-y < 60000}

ga: Groups students by their- departments. The methods are fi-om class Student
and the predicates used are:

{ P1 : dept : "Math", P2: dept: r, Computer S c",p3 : dept :,,St ats', }

95: This application gïoups departments by theil general area determined by theil
naûles. The methods ale for the class Dept ancl the pledicates usecl a¡e:

{ P1 : dept : "Math", P2 : dept :,, Computer S c", p3 
: dept :,,Stats,' }

Fbagmentation Process : Execution of Algorithm Hor-cA_cM
Line 1 of algorithm Hor'-CA-CM (Figure 3.12) generates the horizontal fi-agment

using the complex class hier-ar-chy as follows:
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1. Generates the complex class link graph shown in Figure 3.16 from Figure 3.14.

2. Defines primary horizontal fi'agments fol all owner classes on the link graph

to obtain:

Class Grad

Fragments Fl : instance object 1 {1,}
FT : instance objects 2 and J U2,hj
Class Student

Fragments Ff : Ur,Jr]', Fl : {Ir,,In}, and ff : {13,16}.

Class Prof

Flagments Fl : {14}, Fl : Ø,, F{ : Ur,Iz}, Fl : Ø, F: : Ø, and F{ : {I}
Class Dept

Flagments Fl : {Ir,h}, Fl : {11], and F! : {14}.

3. Generates derived fragments of member classes to obtain:

Class Student

Using the primaly fi'agments of the ownel class Gracl, the cler-ived fi-agments

are:

Fl : {fi}, and Fl : {Ir,Jr}.
Derived fragments of the Class Person

The derived horizontal fragments of Pelson based on ownel class (Student),

are:

Fl : UrJr\, Fl : {In,Ir}, and ,Ej : {I2,Is}.
De.ived fi'agments of Pe.son basecl on the owner class prof are:

FÍ : {1ro}, F! : {Iu,In}, and { : {1r}.

4. Combines Primary and Derived fragments of member classes using the access
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frequency information given below. The quantitative application information
needed conceln the access frequencies of applications to different g¡oups of
data in each class and we assume the following access flequency information.

Class Grad : acc(q1,Fr) : 20, acc(q1,$) : iO.

Class Prof : acc(q2,Ft) : 5,, acc(q2,Fr):I}, acc(q2,ft):10,

acc(q3,Ft) : 20, acc(q,Fr) :5.
Class Student : acc(qa,Fr) : I0, a,cc(qa,Fr):5, a.cc(qa,&) : O. For

example, the first primary fi'agment of the class Stud.ent Fl corresponds to the
mintermpredicate {dept: "Math" Adept f "computersc,,Ad,ept t' ,,stats,,}

and this fi'agment contains the set of instance objects Ur,Irj. Since the access

frequency to objects of this first fr-agment by application Ç, is 10, and no

other application accesses these objects, the access frequency of each of these

objects is 10. In the case where mintelms of a class ale defined from pr.eclicates

alising from mole than one application) access frequency of an object in each

fragment is obtained by adding lelevant access frequencies of the r.elevant

predicates of the two applications. For example, instance object {Ia} of Fl
of the cla's Prof has access frequency of (5 * 20) from the two applications

Q2 and Ç3 accessing this class respectively.

Member Class Student

Frd has the maximum affinity with Ff of 0, and so we mer-ge ff
and F{ to get :

F! :{h,Is}
Details of this computation is given in the next three lines

(of f(Fl,ri):10 - 1o:0

"f f(Fl, FÐ :0 - (10 + 5 + 5) : _20

"f f@f,F!) :0 - (10 + 0 + 0) : -10)
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F! has the maximum affinity with l7f of -5, and so we merge

F! and F{ to obtain F! :{\,,15,12}

Details of this computation is given in the next three lines

(of f(Fl,Fil : 10 - (10 * 5) : -5

"f f(Fg,Fl) :b - (5 + i0) : -10
of f (Fl,F{):0 - (5 + 0 + 10 + 0) - -15)

However, since overlapping object 12 has maximum fatr(l2,F!) or 5,

we keep 12 in F! and delete it from Ff .

F* :U2,I4j

The thild primary fragment remains the same as

F! :{Is,I6}
Class Person

Since the class Person has no primary fragments so the clelivecl fragments

become prirrrary.

This completes the first iteration. The second iteration is the execution of line 2

of algorithm Hor-CA-CM (Figule 3.12) using the fragments flom the first iter.a-

tion and the class composition hielalchy. The link graph generated from the class

composition hieralchy is given in I'igur-e 3.12.

We generate derived flagments of the member classes Dept and, Pro/ based o¡
applications on owner class Studenl. This is done by gener-ating fragments of prof

that satisfy the dominating predicates of the class Student which are: pstu.ent I

{dept:"Math",dept:"Computer Sc",dept-"Stats"}. This leads to the following

three derived fi'agments of the class Prof.

Class Prof

Fl: {12,h,14}, FÍ: {fi}, and F!: (Ø)

0b
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Figur-e 3.16: Complex Class Hierar-chy,s Linlc Graph
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Derived Fragments for member class Dept

F! : U2,hj, FÍ : {fi}, and F! : {14}. Combining primaly and derived fragments

of membel classes yields the following horizontal fragments:

Class Prof

F! : {12,h,14}

F!:U]

This is because Ff has highest affinity of 35 with f{ of Prof ancl mer.ges with
it to generate F!. similally, Ff melges with ff, to obtain T. Details of this

computation are:

("f Í(Fl,rÐ:2b - (30 + B0) : -35
of f(Fl, FÐ : (30 + 30) - 25) : 35

"f f(F!,FÐ :0 - (15 + 30 + 30 + 25) : -100)

(of f (Fl,FÐ:0 - (15 +25): -40

"f f(Fl, F!) :0 - (30 + 30) : -60
of f @1, FÐ : 25)

Class Dept

F! : Ur,hj
F! : {r}
F! : {14}

Lines 3 - 5 of the algolithm captules method depenclence information by defining

fi'agments of classes that collespond to the coref of its fragments fr-om the seconcl

iteration. Assume that objects of the class Studenú invoke methocls of objects of

classes Prof and Dept. Since Student is not a subclass or contained class of anv of
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these two classes, then the use of methods of these classes by class Stud,ent can not be

tÌeated under inheritance or class composition hieralchies, but as nestecl or complex

method hierarchy. The patteln of method invocation of objects of a fragment of the
class Student is shown in Figure 3.18. Using oref statistics, the derived fragments

of classes based on complex methods of the first flagment of the class Stud,ent is

as given next. Derivedfragment of the class Deptis Fl : {L,Iz,h}. The derived

holizontal fi-agment of Prof based on methods of the first fragment of the class

(student), as shown in Figure 3.18 is: Fl: {h,Iz,h}. For each new cler.ivecl

fi'agment of classes affected, we fincl a primary flagment it can combine with by

applying method refelence statistics to select the plimary fragment with which it
has highest maf f . This computation lequires mole quantitative information about
access patter-ns of methods. Assume the following quantitative statistics.

nurnlef(Mjtud'ent, q'"r) - 15, numref(,44jtud'ent,Iï"r) - 80,

numref(Mjtudent, I!'" r ) - 20, numref(1V1r"tud'ent, 4f ) - 40,

numref(Mr"tudent, I|''"J ) : 20.

Class Prof

We ale now leady to select a current horizontal fragment of Profgenerated fr.om

the second iteration that is suitable to merge with each derived fragment of prof
generated according to method dependencies of class fi'agments. Fo¡ purposes of
sirrrplicity, we show one such derived fi-agment Fl : {11,12,h} and the current
horizontal fragments or Prof a'e Ff : {I2,Is,Ia} ancl F!: {Iù. since Ff has

highest maff(Frd, rf ) with the de'ived f'agment F! of 30, we mer.ge Frd with F! to
obtain the fragment Ff : {1, ,12,ft,1a}

Class Student

He'e, we assume that application information leads to the me'ge of Frd and

generate {I2,Is,Ia,Is}. This leads to 13 and 15 overlapping in both T and
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well as in ff . Thus, we apply Affinity Rule 3.4 to the ovellapping objects and the

contending fragments to decide the best placement fol them. The result is that 15

gets lemoved from F! and 13 gets removed from f j to pr-oduce the following final

fragments for the class Student. Fl : {12,ft,,1a,.I5} and final fragments are: F! :
{L,Jr}, F! : U2,I4,h} and Ff : {10}.

objects referenced by l5 of fragl of CO = { t.1, t2,13}

from class C2 and {12,13} Írom class C1

Figure 3.18: Genelation of Derived Fragments of Classes based on Cornplex Meth-

ods

Flom Figur-e 3.18, the collection of all objecß of Cz (Prof) invoked by methods of
objects in fi'agment f1 of Cs (Student) is {Ii,12,13} and the collection of all objects

of c1 (Dept) invoked by methods of fi'agment F1 of os (Student) is {11 ,Ir,,h}. These

collections form derived fragments of these classes based on complex methods of

a fragment of Student. Next, quantitative infor^mation about numbel of accesses

made by these methods to these objects are used in affinity rules to merge the set
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of primaly and derived fragments of each class.

3.5 The structure chart and complexities of
Algorithrns

This section discusses other important characteristics of the algorithms presentecl in
this chapter. In the first palt, a stlucture chart that concisely defines the hor.izontal

fragmentation scheme fol the most complex class model consisting of complex at-

tributes and methods is presented; and secondly the complexities of the horizontal

fragmentation schemes are discussed.

3.5.1- The Structure Chart

An interesting feature of this design is leusability of design for a simpler- class model

in a mole complex class model. This is illustratecl concisely using the str.uctu¡e

chart fol the fragmentation scheme of the most complex class moclel - consisting of

compiex attributes and methods, shown in Figure 3.19. The structure chart also

gives a summary of all the algorithms that are used in the design.

3.5.2 Complexities of Algorithms

The benefits of distributed database design generally outweigh the impencling over-

heads involved in running the partitioning algolithms. This argument is suppo¡ted

by the time complexities of the fi'agmentation algorithms fol the four class models

presented in Sections 3 through 6 on the basis of the worst case analysis. Assume

that /represents the lalgest number of fragments possible, o repr-esents the lar.gest
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ÞllPEltrge4e I

I HorizontalMember i

COM-MIN

Figure 3.19: The Structure Chalt For Model with Complex Attributes and Methocls

number of instance objects in a class ol a fragment, q is the number of user queries,

c is the number of classes in the database, rn is the largest number of method in-

vocations in a usel query, while p is the lalgest number of predicates in a methocl

invocation and p" is the lalgest number of predicates in a class. The hor-izontal frag-

mentation algorithm for the class model consisting of simple attributes and simple

methods HorizontalFrac of Figu¡e 3.4 is of time complexity O(c3 + qmp + cf + c2o

I cfao * fc) which simplifies to O(c3 * qmp * czo* c/ao). This is because line 1

of this algorithm HorizontalFrøg which is the Linkgraph algorithm is of O(c3), and

genelation of simple pledicates (line 2) is of O(qmp). Lines 5 through 7 of Horizon-

talFrag ale of O(c2o) l¡ecause the object join operation is of time O(o); while lines

8 thr-ough 10 have time complexity O(c/ao) since the algolithm HorizontalMernber

(line 9) is of time O(/'o). The prevailing time complexity of the algorithm depencls

on the number of classes in the object base and the number. of queries and objects in

a class. In a system with many mole quelies than classes, it is likely that the telm
qrnp becomes the dominant term and that makes the complexity of HorizotztalFrag
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o(q-p).

Tlre time complexity of the algorithm Hor-CA-SM for the second model with
complex attribute and simple method in Figure 3.8 is the same as that fol Horizon-

talFrag and is O(.t + qmp + czo * ,fno).Both the thir.d ancl four.th class models

consisting of simple attributes and complex methods; and complex att¡ibutes ancl

complex methods respectively, have time complexity which is O(c3 * qmp I c2o

I cfao + c2fo) which simplifies to O(c3 * qmp * cfao * c2fo). This is because

tlre algolithm Deriued-From-CornpM of Figure 3.10 is of time complexity O(cfo).

Thus, these algorithms are polynomial in the sizes of these var-iable inputs.

t0



Chapter 4

Vertical FYagmentation

This chapter presents ver-tical fragmentation algorithms for all models as definecl

in the taxonomy in Figule 1.3. This represents the second vertical layer on the fig-

ule. Section 4'1 presents a vertical fi'agmentation algorithra for classes consisting

of objects that have simple attributes using simple methods while Section 4.2 clis-

cusses the algorithm for fi'agmenting class objects composed of complex attributes
and sirnple methods. Section 4.3 plesents the algolithm for hanclling classes com-

posed of simple attr-ibutes and complex methods while Section 4.4 cliscusses the

algorithm fol vertically fragmenting classes composed of complex att¡ibutes ancl

complex methods. Finally, Section 4.5 discusses the time complexities of the algo-

lithms.

The objective of vertical fragmentation is to break a class into a set of srnallel

classes (flagments) that pelmit usel applications to execute using oply one fiag-
ment. This means that optimal veltical fragments minimize user application ex-

ecution time f38]. The top-down design approach uses a set of user-queries, the
database schema consisting of a set of database classes, and the relationships be-
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tween classes as input to the fragmentation procedure. Vertical fragmentation aims

at splitting a class so all attlibutes and methods of the class most fr-equently ac-

cessed togethel are glouped together. Encapsulation means user applications clo

not dir-ectly access object's attribute values except thr.ough the object's methods.

Since evely method in the object accesses a set of attributes of the class, we first
group only methods of the class based on application access pattern info¡mation

using the same technique described in [21, 34]. Secondly, we extend each method
group (fragment) to incorporate all attributes accessed by methods in this group.

A problem with this second step is some attributes may belong to the refer-ence set

of mole than one method, so deciding which method group these attributes belong

in, so only non-overlapping veltical fi'agments are genelatecl, is requir.ecl. Two al-

ternative approaches fol handling this conflict are: (1) use a set of affinity r.ules

similal to those used in horizontal fragmentation schemes [16, 18] to clecide which

fragment to place these ovellapping attributes or (2) from the onset, gr-oup both
attributes and methods using attr-ibute/method affinity. Appr-oach (1) is preferabie

fol the following pelfolmance reasons: (a) It dlastically r-ecluces the size of the ma-

tr.ices needed by the bond enelgy and partitioning algorithm [34]. (b) It exploits

the abstraction power of the object-oliented clata model, and thus perfor.ms better.

when there is low overlap in the attribute reference sets of the methods of a class.

Thus, taking approach (1), we want to place in one fragment those methocls of a
class usually accessed togethel by applications. The measure of together-ness is the

affinity of methods which shows how closely methods are related. As with hor.i-

zontal fragmentation, vertical fragrnentation should satisfy the correctness rules of
completeness, disjointness and reconstluctibility. The r-econstruction of all ve.tical
fragments to produce the original class is achieved with a fragment integ¡ator op-

erator' (O 4) which is defined as follows. The fragrnent integlator operator (O 4)

nt
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joins objects in all vertical fragments that have the same object identifier o¡ key at-

tlibute value. We first plesent some definitions and assumptions befor-e presenting

the algorithm.

The major data requirements related to applications is their access frequencies.

Let Q : {qt,Ç2,. . .,,Çq} be the set of user quelies (applications) r.unning object

methods from the set of all methods denoted {M;t-i,11r1';z.o,...,Mnn.r}. Then, for

eaclr quely Ç¡ and each method d[i'i (the ¡th method of class C¿), we associate a

method usage value denoted as use(q¡, Mi i) wher-e use(g¡, Mi.i) :1 if methocl Mi.i
is referenced by query g¡, 0 otherwise. Thus, for each class, we define a methocl

usage matrix.

Definition 4.L Method Attriltute Reference MAR(Mi'i )of amethocl M¿.i ofa class

C is tlre set of all attributes of C¿ referencedby lVIi.i. I

Definition 4.2 A null method of a class C¿, denoted NM(C¿), with r.espect to

a superclass C" is a place holder for the supelclass's method. A null method is
denoted by: (original class.method name) wher-e oliginal class is the name of the

supelclass and method name is the method in the subclass. I

Definition 4.3 An Ertended Method of a class, C;, (EIZI);'È is either an or.iginal

metlrod of the class, iVIi'i or a null method of the class ,Ä/&1(C,). Thus , (EluI)i :
A,I"tlN IvI(Ci) . I

In effect, the extended method set of a class is the union of its actual methods ancl

its null methods (null methods are used to refer to inherited methods).

The next four definitions may be used fol computing the method affinity rna-

tlix of the class being fragmented. The method affinity matrix is to be clustered
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and gives the affinity values between extended method pairs of the ciass being

fragmented. While subclass affinity measures the access of the extended methocls

through the descendant classes of this class, the methocl affinity value accounts for

the use of this method pair both through the descendant classes and directly on the

class. The containing class affinity is needed fol complex hierarchy to incorporate

the use of the extended method pairs of the class being fi-agmented through its

containing classes, while complex method affinity incorporates their use through

its complex method classes.

Definition 4.4 subclass affinity of two ertend,ed method,s (EM)i i ,(EM)¿* of a

class C¿, denoted saff((EM)i'i,çEM¡;'n) is a measure of how f.equently meth_

ods/attributes of the subclasses of C¿ and meihods/attributes of the class are needecl

together by applications running at any par-ticular site. satr((EM)¿ i ,(EAr)i.k) :
ÐÏ=t Do¡ 

¡ " 
s e (q r, (E M );' i ) =7 n u s e(q o, (E M )i. k 

) =7 Ðv s, r e f ¡ (qo) a cc ¿ (c1 r),
where w is the number of subclasses, p is some application and ,S¿ ranges over all
sites. I

Definition 4.5 Method Affinity between two extended, method,s of a class c¿,

MA((EM)¿'i ,çEfuI¡;'*) measures the bond between two extended methods of a class

according to how they are accessed by applications. MA((EM)i i,(EM)i.k) :
(Ðo¡¡.,""1no,18M¡;.i¡=rnuse(qo,(EM); k=, Ðv", ref¡(q)acct(q)) + saf f ((EM)¿ i ,(EM)i.k)
where reft(qp) is the number of accesses to methods ((EM)ii,(EA,I)¿k) fo. each

execution of application q, at site s¿ and acc¡(qr) is the application access frequency

modified to include frequencies at diffelent sites. This generates the methocl affinitv
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matlix (MA), an n * n matrix.

Definition 4.6 Containing Class ffinity between

and (EM)n'* of a class C¿, ccaf f ((øl,t¡t.i , @NÐi 
k)

I

two ertended rnethods (EM)i.i

is a measule of how fi'equently
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methods/attributes of containing classes of C¿ and methods/attributes of the class

are needed together by applications running at any par-ticular site.

ccatr((EM)i'i ',(EM)i r) : Ðî:rDt¡u,"çno,1nM)i.i)-tnu,"(qk,(EM)i.k)=, fos, ref ¡(q¡)ac"írlu)
where w is the number of containing classes , C; is the class and ,9¿ ranges over all

sites. I

Definition 4.7 Compler A[ethod ffinity between two ertend,ed, methods, (EM)¿ i
and (EM)n'o of o class C¿, cmaff((EM¡; i ,(EM)i'Àl measures how frequently meth-

ods/attributes of other classes (complex method classes) in the database ancl method/-
attlibutes of the class C¿ ale needed together by applications running at any paÌ-

ticuìal site.

cmatr((EM\;j ,(EM)¿ *) : Ð3=, Ðniluse(qt",(øM)i.i)-t¡u,"(qt,,(EM)i k)=,. Dvs, ref¡(q¡)accíqn)
where d is the numbel of database classes, C, is the class and ,g¿ ranges over ail
sites. t

When one attribute becomes a member of mole than one vertical fi'agment,

we need to decide with which fragment it has the highest affinity. The next three

definitions are used to compute these affinities. While attribute/attr.ibute afflnity
(AAA) computes the binding of this overlapping attribute with other attributes of

a flagment, the attlibute/method affinity binds this attlibute with methods in this

fr-agment. Thus, attribute/fi'agment affinity now becomes the combination of the

affinities between the att'ibutes and methods of the fi.agments.

Definition 4.8 Attril)ute/Attribute Affinity AAA(Ái.i, Ai-^) between two attr.ibutes

of the same class C, is the sum of the access frequencies of all methods accessing

these two attr-ibutes togethel at all sites.

AAA(At j, Ao'^) : Ðt¡e,.i ç¡,raR(M;n.t;)nA;.^eMAR((Mi. u¡DL, acc¡(ArI¿"'k , Ai'j) +
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acct(M';"'k,Ao'n), where acc¿(Mi"'k,Ao'i) is the number of accesses made to the

tribute A¿'j by method 114;n'k at site s¿.

Definition 4.9 Attri.bute/lvlethod Affinity AMA(Ati,Mi'^) between an attr.ibute

and a method of the same class C¿ is the sum of the access frequencies of all methods

using this attribute and this method together. at all sites. AMA (Ai.i ,, Mi.*) :

I acc¡(M"'b, An'i¡ + acct(M".n, Mo.^,
klÀ..r €MAR(Ms k)AMi.ñeMMR(M" x) t=t
wher-e M"'ß belongs to some class C". t

Definition 4.lo Attribute Fragment Affinity AFA(Ai'^,p;-i 1 is a measure of the

affinity between attlibute Ai'^ and vertical fragment pi'i, and is the surn of all the

attribute/attribute and attribute/rnethod affinities between Ai.^ ancl ail attr.ibutes

and methods of the class fragment -Ft.r.

AFA(,A''-, F''t) : Ð*1er.* çt,.j 
^Ai.k €F; j) AAAçA;.^, Ar.r) +

Ð *1rt,.* ç p, i ¡ t¡f i. x çn pi. i ¡ A IVI A( Ai'm, 114 
i'k 

¡ .

After gener-ating non-ovellapping method fi-agments, it is possible to obtain

overlapping fragments when attributes leferenced by methocls in the fr.agments are

included. Since our objective is to make the final method/attribute fragments non-

overlapping, a technique is needed to decide in which fi'agment it is most beneficial

to keep an overlapping attribute.

Affinity Rule 4.1 Place the ovellapping attlibute ALi in the fragment Ft'À with
maximum AFA(¿t'i,¡'t'È) since this is the veltical fragment with which attribute
Ai'i has highest affinity. f
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4.I Simple Attributes and Methods

The only relationship to consider in this simple model is the inher-itance hier-archy.

This is incolporated in the vertical fragmentation process thr.ough null method,s as

follows. For every method of a class, the frequency of access of the method, includes

accesses to this method's null equivaleni at a class' subclass at the same site. The

vertical fragmentation process of a class r-equir.es three matrices [34]:

1. The method usage matrix indicates fol each application Qn on the global

object base (the matrix's rows) and for each method M¡ of the class (the

columns) whether nse(Q¡,M¡) : 0 or 1.

2. The application frequencies matlix measures the number of accesses made by

each of the applications Ç¡ (the lows) at each of the sites s¿ (the columls).

This is part of the application infolmation input to the design p¡ocess.

3. The method affinity matrix fol the n methods of the class is an ?? * n matrix
measuring the number of accesses made to method pairs by all applications

accessing them together at all sites. Both row and column headings of this

matrix ale the n ordered methods.

Oul apploach is similar in the following ways to that in Navathe et at. þa]. We

use the same techniques fol grouping attributes to gloup methods star-ting with the

three matr-ices - method usage matrix, application fi'equencies, and method affinity
matrices. Secondly, we clustel methods in much the same fashion as they cluster.

attributes, and we genelate a method affinity matrix. Finally, the same partition
algolithm is used to generate class method par.titions.

The major diffelences and contlibutions of oul apploach are as follows. To cap-

iure the inheritance link between database classes, when computing the applicatio¡
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frequencies of the methods of a class, for evely method of the class, the access fre-

quency of the method includes accesses made to its null method equivalents at all

subcìasses of the class at all sites. This modifies the affinity measure between class

methods to include all classes where these methods are used. Thus, in the object

base, unlike in the relational case, we cannot use only those three matrices for a
class in isolation to determine the veltical fragments of the class. Rather, we need

to get the method usage matrices, as well as the application frequencies mat¡ices of

all the subclasses of the class to compute the method affinity matrix for a partic-

ular class. Fulthermore, the method usage matlix used by the partition algorithm

fol the final partitioning of the methods is modifiecl in our approach. !\ie parti-
tion so that methods most fi'equently used together, are grouped together. In the

relational system, the same attlibute usage matlix used to generate the attribute
affinity matlix is used for this process. With the inheritance link infor-mation taken

into consideration, we group methods/attributes of a class accessed together at a

site to leflect accesses by applications lunning on each subclass at a par.ticular site.

Thus, we need to modify the method usage matrix of the class to include appli-

cation accesses to null methods of subclasses ancl the sites where they ar-e used.

Finally, unlilce the relational case, paltitioning of the methods of the class cloes

not necessarily end the vertical fragmentation process. This is because we want to
gloup both methods and attributes used togethel by applicatiols in a fragment.

To achieve this objective, we use method-attribute binding to group attributes of
a class with methods that use them, and later obtain non-overlapping fragments

using a set of attlibute-fr.agment affinity rules.

The algorithms also lequile the following data structures and functions.

M"i : set of all methods of class C¿.

C!"' t set of all descendant classes of. C¿.

8i
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Cfo"' , set of all containing classes of. C¿.

C7meth : set of all complex method classes of C¿.

EM-set(C1"") : set of extended methods of Ø and its clescendant classes.

NM-set(Clu") : set of null methods of C¿ and its descendant classes.

EMapplic-set(C!"") : set of applications accessing extended methods of C¿ and

its descendant classes.

L(C¿) , a tr-ee rooted at node (class) C,.

' MAR-set(C,): set of method attribute refer-ences of the set of all methocls of the

class C¿.

AF-set(Cf""): set of application frequency matrices of the class and its clescendant

classes.

MU-set(Cf""): set of method usage rnatrices for class C¿ anclits descendant classes.

I UsageMtrx (L(C!"")): a function that returns the original method usage matrices

for the class C¿ and iis descendant classes.

: shildren(C¡) : a function that returns the immediate chilclren of the node (class)

', C¡.

, The Steps

: fhe steps for vertically flagmenting a class consisting of simple attributes and

, .imple methods are:

M1. Obtain the method usage and application flequency matlices of the class ancl

its descendants. The method usage matrices are gener-atecl by the Algolithm

UsagefuItrx defined in Figule 4.1. This algorithm accepts a tlee ¡ootecl at a
class C¿ and generates the or-iginal method usage matrices for class C; and

other classes (descendant classes of C; in this case) on the tree from user-

applications. To compute the method usage matrix of a class C¿ on the tr-ee,

it assigns 1 to the matrix element identified by (row q¡, column (EArI)i k) for
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some application g¡ in the object base and some extended method (EM)i k of

the class, if use(g¡, (EM)o'r): 1, and 0 otherwise (Lines 4-10 of Figure 4.i).
The application frequency matrices are palt of the input from pre-analysis of

the system.

}42. Define method affinity matrix of the class using the modified approach given

in the algorithm MAMtrr of Figure 4.2. This algorithm accepts a class C¿

as an algument and genelates the method affinity matrix of the class. It
enters in each (row,column) position of the matrix, the methoct affinity (MA

as given in Definition 4.5) between the two extended methods of the class in
this (row,column) position (Lines I-4 of Figure 4.2).

M3. Use the Bond Energy Algorithm (BBA) developed by [33] as presented in [34,

38] to generate clustered affinity matlix of the class. This algorithm accepts

the method affinity matrix as input and pelmutes its rows and columns to

generate a clustered affinity matlix. The clusters ale formecl so that methods

with larger affinity values are collected together.

M4. Generate a modified method usage matrix of the class as described in the

Algorithm MUsagefuItre of Figure 4.3. The algorithrn MUsagelVItp includes

a l'ow to the method usage matlix of a class C¿ for every application q; that
accesses a method of this class C¿ through any of its descendant classes (lines

1-10 of Figure 4.3). Next the Parti.tion algorithm (PARTITION) of [34, BB]

takes the clusteled affinity matrix and the modified method usâge matr-ix

to ploduce fragments of the methods. The Partition algoúthm finds sets of

methods that are mostly accessed by distinct sets of applications.

M5. Use method-attribute ,-efelence infolrnation of the methods in each methocl

fragment (MAR of Definition 4.1) to include in each method fragment all
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Algorithm 4.1 (UsageMtrr - Generate original rnethod, usage matrices for C; and,
descendants)

Algorithm UsageMtrx(t(C¿))
input: C¡ the database class; L(C¿): a tree rooted at class C¿.

./v'[ci: set of methods of c¿; c!"": set of descendant c]asses of c¿.
EM-set(Cf"") : extended methods set of C¿ andits descendant classes.
EMapplic-set(Cf"") : applications accessing extended method set of
C¿ and its descendant classes.

output: MU-set(c;): the original method usage matrices for class c¡ and,
its descendant classes.

var
C": set of classes; CÈ: a class.

begin
//Generate the original method usage matrix for class C¿ f f
ll and other classes on tb.e tree passed in as parameter.ll

C" = {C¡}
while C"lØ d,o

Ck=uclass€C"
if C¡ is not a leaf class

begin
C" = C"u children(C¡)
for each application q¡ € EMapplic_set(Cf"") do

For each method, Mk.^ € trM-set(C¡)) do
if use(c2¡,Mn'^) - 1 then
MrJ(q¡,Mk-^) : I
else MU(q¡,Mk'^) = 0

end; {for q¡}
end; {if C¡}

C"=C"-{C*}
end; {while}

end {UsageMtrx}

Figur-e 4.1: Oliginal method Usage Matrix Generator
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Algorithm 4.2 (MAMtrr - Generate method affinity matrir of class C¿)

Algorithm MAMtrx
input: C¿ the database class; (EM)c;: set of methods of C¿.

C!'": set of descendant classes of C¡.
EM-set(C;) : set of extended methods of C¿ and its descendant classes.
EMapplic-set(C¿) : set of applications accessing extended methods of
C¿ and its descendants.
MU-set(C¿): method usage matrices of class C¿ and its descendants.

output: MAi: the method affnity matrix for class C¿.
var

matrixrow,matrixcol : a set of n row/column method headings for the matrix.
row,col : an extended method; n : integer.

begin
f f Genetate the method affinity matrix of the class C¿ using Deflnition 4.5. II
matrixrow = (EM)";
matrixcol = (EM)c;
n : card((.E M)",)
for row = (EU¡t.r to (EM)¿." d.o

for coI = (EM)t't to (EM)i'" d,o
MA(row,col) = MA((¿ M)o.o-,(E M);'cot¡

end; {for col }
end; {for row}

end;

Figure 4.2: Method Affinity Matlix Generator
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Algorithm a3 (MUsageMtrc - Generate Modified method usage rnatrices)

Algorithm MUsageMtrx
input: C¿: the database class; Mc;: set of methods of C;.

C!'": set of descendant classes of C¿.

EM-set(Cf"") : set of extended methods of the descendalt classes.
EMapplic-set(c!"' ) : set of applications accessing extended methods
of C¿ and its descendant classes.
numapplic : number of applications accessing objects of C¿
MU': the original method usage matrix for class C¿.

output: MU': the modifled method usage matrix for class C¿.
var

matrow : a sequence of n row values of a matrix.
begin
I I Modify method usage matrix to i.clude a row for every apprication f f
I I that accesses a method of this class through its descendant classes.//
for each class Co e Cd"' d,o

for each application q¡ € EMapplic-set(Cd"") do
For each null method,, (N M)".k e EM-set(Cf"") do

if use(q¡ ,(N M)"'\ = 1 then
begin
numapplic : numapplic * 1

matrow[(q¡,(EM)i.1)) . . .(q¡,(E M);.n))] = 0 . . . 0
for each extended method (EM)o.u € (EAl1c; ¿o
if ((EM)¿'k: (NM¡".*) or use(q¡,(EM)i.k: 1) then

matrow[(q¡ ,lE M)i .k)] = I
end {for each}

matrow(numapplic) - matrow[(q¡,(EM)i.t) . . .marrow(q¡,(EM)¿.n)] (9)
MUi: MUiumatrou(nu*o7rpi;"¡ fìo)end; {for q¡}

end; {for C,}
end;

Figule 4.3: Modified Usage Matrix Generator
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attributes of the class accessed by methods of the fragment.

M6. Since there may be problems of overlapping attributes in mor-e than one

fragment if the same attribute of a class belongs to the method attr.ibute

r-eference sets of two diffelent methods in two sepalate fragments, we use

Attribute Placement Affinity Rule 4.1 to decide in which vertical fr-agment to

keep each overlapping attribute. The Attribute Placement Affinity Ruie 4.1

determines the affinity between the overlapping attribute ancl each of the

fragments containing it using the AMA and AFA statistics of Definitions 4.9

and 4.10, respectively. It places the attribute in the fragment with highest

affinity measure and removes the attributes fr-om every other-.

The folmal algolithm fol vertically fi'agrnenting a class consisting of simple

attributes and simple methods is presented as Algolithn_ VerticalFrag of Figur-e 4.4.

This algorithm iakes as its inputs a set of user queries, class inheritance of the

database, a class in the hieralcht to be fragmented, the method attribute r-eference

of the methods of this class, and the application frequency matrices of this class

and its descendant classes. It letulns a set of vertical fi'agments of this class by fir-st

generating the method usage matlices of the class and its clescendant classes (line

1e) befole cornputing the method affinity matrix of the class (line 2). Next, the

clustered method affinity matlix of the class is generated (line 3) before the class'

modified method usage matrix (line a) is used to partition the clustered methocl

affinity matrix into fragments (line 5). Lines 6 through 9 incor-porate attr.ibutes

accessed by their methods in the fi'agments while lines 10 - 13 ensure thai fragments

contain non-overlapping attributes.

eAll line numbers in tìiis paragraph refer to Figure 4.4
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Algoritlrm 4.4 (VerticalFrag - Vertical Fragrnents Generator)

Algorit hm VerticalFrag
input: Qc!" , set of user querie s; C¿ : the database class to fragment

f,(C) tthe class hierarchy; C!"" : set of descendant classes of C;
(EtW¡c,: extended method set of C¿.

MAR-set(c¿) : method attribute reference set of methods of c¿
AF-set(C¿): application frequency matrices of C¿ and and its descendants.

output: fc;: set of vertical fragments of C¿.
var

begin

MU-set(c¿) : method ilsage matrices for class c; and its descendants.
M A' : method affinity matrix of C¿.

CA¿ : clustered affnity matrix C¿.

MUi : the modified method usage matrix of C¿.

MU-set(C¿) - UsageMtrx(tT(C,))
M 4t = MAMtrx(MU-set(C; ),ec!"' ,C!"")
c A, .- BEA((MA);)
M U' - MUsageMtrx(C!"" r(E M)",, MU-set(C,))
f"; - PARTITTON((C,4)i)
For each fragment Fi'k e F"i d.o
begin
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For each method (EM)i.* €
For each attribute At."

Fi.k_pi.k¿¡i.n

Ft'À do
€ MAR((EM);-^) d,o

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(B)
(e)

end {of for Ft.À}

// Ensure disjointness //
for each overlapping Ai'" e f"; do
select .Fi.À to place Ai.n according to Affinity Rule 4.1

for each Fi.p,p I k d,o

Fi.p_pi.n_¿i.n.
end; {for fi'r}

end; {for At'"}
end {VerticalFrag}

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Figure 4.4: Class Vertical Fr-agments Generator
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Figure 4.5: Class Hierarchy of Sample Object Base

4.L.t An Example

We use the class hierarchy depicted in Figure 4.5 and the sample data illustrated

in Figule 4.6 fol this example.

Assume we want to obtain veltical fragments of the class Person based on the

following application information.

q1: Give the social secu'ity number of all persons older than 6b.

q2: Give social seculity number, name and addresses of all Winnipeg clients.

q3: List names of all clients who will be 6b in the year 2000.

The method usage matrix of the class Persoz obtained from Step 1 of algorithm

verticalFraa (Figure 4.4) using algorithrn usageMtrr (Figure 4.1) is:
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Person : {Person,{a.ssno,a.name,a.age,a.address},

_ {-..sno-of,m.whatname,m.age-in-year,m.newaddr}
{ L,{Personl,JohnJames,3O,Winnipeg}

12 {Person2,Ted Man, l6,Winnipeg}
13 {Person3,Mary Ross,2l,Vancouver}
Ia {Person4,Peter Eye,23,Toronto}
15 {Person5,Bill Jeans,40,Toronto}
/6 {Person6,Mandu Nom,32,Vancouver} } }

Prof : Person pointer O {Prof,{a.empno,a.status,a.salary,a.students,a.courses},
{*..mpno-of,m.course-taught,m.whatsalary,m.status-of,m.studenté-of},

{ /r (person pointerS) o {Profl,asst prof,4b000, {Ken,peter,Maria},{rir}}
12 (person pointer6) o {Prof2,assoc prof,60000, {Janet,Larry1,1ís011 i I

Student : Person pointer O {Student,{a.stuno,a.dept,a.feespaid},
{m.stuno-of,m. dept-of,m. owing},
| (person pointerl) O {Studentl,Math,y}
12 (person pointer4) O {Student2,Computer Sc.,N}
13 (person pointer2) O {Student3,Stats,y}
1a (person pointer3) O {Student4,Computer Sc.,N} } }

Grad : student'äÏ:å?"1ïi: 
fx;i1;:î""' " 

sup ervisor Ì'

90

Jt

UnderG

[ (Student pointerl) O {Gradl,John West}
12 (Student Pointer2) O {Grad2,Mary Smith} } }: Student

| (Student pointer3)
12 (Student pointer4)

Figure 4.6: The second simple Sample object Database schema
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Mr M2 Ms M4

Çt1 010
Ç2 1 101
QzO 110

Mt : m.ssno-of Mz : m.whatname

ilI s- m. age-in-year Ma -m. newaddr

Application frequencies at the three sites obtained priol to this design from system

analysis are:

o,cc1(qr):10 acc2(qr):5 accs(qr):5

a,cc1(qr):20 acc2(qr):15 accs(q2)--'}

o.cc1(qt):30 acc2(q"):19 acca(q"):g

To define the method affinity matlix used for vertical fragmentation of the class

Person, we need the method usage matrices and application frequency matrices of

all its descendant classes that use its methods ancl attributes. The first subclass of

the class Personis the class Prof and the following applications r..un on this subclass.

91: Repolt the salary of a pr-ofessor given status.

92: Find the cou'ses taught by all p'ofessors in a specific status.

q3: Find the students supervised by a plofessor, given his employee number..

qa: Ltst employee numbers of all professols with age greater than 6b.

The method usage matlix of the subclass Prof deúved fi'om these applicatiols as

well as the application frequency matrix of this class a¡e given in Figure 4.7. The

second subclass of the class Persoz is the class Student and the applications running

on this subclass ale as follows:

91
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Musaqe t1 m2 m3 m4

";,[ì- o , o I

I

q'2 1 1 1 o 1 l

q3l o _r 1 o l

*r = ==r"=-m2 = whatname
m3 = age-in-year
m4 = newaddt 

.rr,

92

sl s2 s3

n'-ã s ;-ll

qzl zo r.s o I----"------t-I
- Person i--'-/ q3l 30 ro o ]

/''|//
,./,\

\.

( Prôf --\í St.udent ')\s1 s2 s3 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6

otlt 0 0 1 1 0l
q.2)I 1 0 o 0 1l
a:ir o r o o :l
ml=st.uno-of , m2=dept-of
m3=owing, m4 =person. ssno-of

qil

s2l

OrL

s1 s2 s3;;;t
s s ul
o 15 

'Ol__,1
m1= empno-of, m2=coursetaught
m3= whatsalary, m4=stat.us-of
m5=student-of , m6=person. age-in-year

m5=Person. age-in-year, m6=person.what.name

Fignle 4.7: The Method Usage and Application Flequency matrices of the Classes

91: Find the social security numbeïs and student numbers of all students younger-

than 40.

q2: List names and student numbers of all students of a specific clepar-tment.

93: List student numbers of those students who have not paid their- term fees.

Sirnilally, the method usage matlix of the subclass Stud,ent derived from these

applications as well as the application frequency matlix of this class are given in
Figule 4.7' Note that applications running on this subclass Student use three nuli
methods wiih respect to superclass Person which are: Person.ssno-of, Person.age-

in-year and Person.uhatname. All the matlices needed to compute the method
affinity matrix of the class Persor¿ ar-e given in Figure 4.7.
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Executing Iine 2 of the algorithm VerticalFrag of Figure 4.4 using the method

usage and application frequency matrices of the class Person and its descendant

classes Prof and Student yields the method affinity matrix fol the class Person

given below. To illustrate the creation of the requiled method affinity matrix fol

the class Person,, we give an example discussing how the values of two of its elements

(X/L,M3) and (il12,M2) ale obtained.

MA(Mv",'on'\,\ç¡perso"..) - Il.=, Di=, acct(qr) I
saf fr,.¡(Mperson'7 , Mne'son'z¡ I saf f "r,o"nt(Mn","on'r , A4nerson.s¡.

: (10+5+5) + (0) + (5+10+0) : 3,1

MA(Mn"'"on'2,1ç4perso".,): Ð'r=, Ði=, @cc¡(q2) * acc¡(%)) ¡
saf frr"¡(MPerson'2, Mperson'2) * saf f "ruo"nt(Mn"r"or.2 ) Mperson.2)

: ((20+15+0)+(30+10+0)) + 0 + (5+5+5)

:35+40+0*15:90

The method affinity matlix for the class Persoz generated fi'om the execution of

the algorithm MAMtru of Figule 4.2 as requiled by line 2 of algorithm VerticalFrag

of Figur-e 4.4 is given below:

IVI, Mz

rvh 70

IVIz 35

A[z 35

tuIn 35 035
Mz : m.whatname

1ld-m.newaddr'

Mt : m.ssno-of

IVIy-rn.age-in-year'

The clusteled affinity matr-ix for the class Person that alose fi'om line 3 of algorithm

VerticalFrac of Figure 4.4 is:

93

35

90

40

oÉ.
r)<l

M3 Ma

35 35

40 35

820
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M4

M4 35

M1 35

IVIz 35

Mz0

M2 M3

350
35 35

90 40

40 82

VERT IC AL FRAGMEN TATION

IVIt

35

70

35

35

Mt : m.ssno-of Mz : m.whatname

Ms- m. age-in-year Ma :m. ¡sw.¿¿.

The clustered affinity matÌix shows the clustering togethel of methods with high

affinity fol each other and the next step is to split the methocls of the class ac-

cordingly, called Ttartitioning. Since the splitting point may not þe obvious fr.om

the clusteled affinity matlix, and a lalge matrix may have more than one cluster,

a partitioning algorithm is employed to identify groups of methocls that are ac-

cessed solely, for most of the time, by distinct sets of applications. Since the set of
applications accessing methods of this class includes those accessing them th¡ough

methods of its descendant classes, our algorithm moclifies the original methocl usage

matrix of this class to include the use of the methods by applications r-unning o1

its descendant classes. The modified method usage matrix generatecl from li¡e 4 of
algolithm VerticalFr.ag (Figur.e 4.4) is:
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Mr

Çt1
Qz1

Qs0

Ça, 0

8s1
Qø0

Mz

0

1

1

0

0

1

M3

1

0

1

1

1

0

M4

0

1

0

0

0

0
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Mt : ssno-of

M3-age-in-year

Mz: whatname

Ma-newaddl

This accounts for class method usage for class Person by applications running on

its descendant classes. Thus, Ça repÌesents use of the methocl m.age-in-year of
class Personby the subclass Prof, while Ç5 repr-esents use of the methods Tn.ssno-

of and m.age-i'n-year by the descendant class Stud,ent. Finally, Ç6 r'epresents the
use of method uhatnarne by the descendant class Stud,ent. The method fragments

produced from line 5 of the algorithm VerticalFraq after running lhe Partitioz algo-

ritlrm are: F1 : {mt,nza} and Fr: {^r,rn2,rn3}. Note that since nz1 is the class

identifier method, it is contained in every fragment. The fifth step of the algorithm

VerticalFraq is incorpor-ating attributes in these method fi-agments (lines 6-9) Lrsing

rnethod attribute reference infolmation. Suppose the method/attr.ibute reference

(MAR) of these methods ate as follows: MAR(ssno-of) : {ssno}, MAR(what¡arne)
: {name}, MAR(age-in-year') : {ug"}, and MAR(newacldr) : {address}. Then,

the attribute/method fragments now becom e: F1 - {ssno, ad,d,ress, ssno-of ,,newad.d¡}

and F2 : {ssno,nctrn'¿e)age)ssno-of ,whatnanlej?zewage}. Since ther-e are no over-

laps of non-class identifier attributes/methods, step 6 of the algor.ithm Verticalf.¡ag

of Figu.e 4.4 (lines 10-13) leaves the fi'agme'ts u'changecl.

4.2 complex Attributes and simple Methods

This section presents an algorithm for vertically fi'agmenting classes consisting of
complex attlibutes that suppolt a class composition using simple method i¡voca-
tions. Thus, both the inheritance and the attribute linl< relationship are consicler-ecl.

The inheritance relationship is captured with the class hiera¡chy while the attribute
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link is captured with the class composition hielarchy. Vertical fragmentation aims

at splitting a class so attributes and methods of the class most frequently accessed

together by usel applications ale glouped together'. Bncapsulation means user. ap-

plications do not dilectly access object attribute values except through its methocls.

Since every method in the object accesses a set of class attributes, we gr-oup the

class' methods based on application access patterns using the technique descr.ibed

eallier 121,34]. We then extend each method gloup (fragment) to incor-porate all
attributes accessed by that group's methods. This places in one fragment those

methods of a class usually accessed togethel by applications. The measure of to-

getherness is the affinity of methods which shows irow closely related the methocls

ale. The major data requirements lelated to applications ale thei¡ access fi.equen-

cies as defined eallier.

4.2.L The Algorithm

User applications that access attributes and methods in this class model are of thr.ee

types: (1) those running directly on this class, (2) those running on descenclants of
this class, and (3) those running on containing classes using this class as a type fo¡
its attributes. Information about applications running on a class' subclasses acco-

modates the inheritance relationship between classes in the object base. Similarly,
propagating the effects of applications running on a contained class to a containing

class, duling the process of fi'agmentation, reflects the attr-ibute link relationship

between the classes in the object base. We incolporate these effects i¡ the clefini-

tion of the method affinity matrix of the class. The steps for pr.oducing the desirecl

veltical fi'agments are outlined below.
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Steps

Nl. Generate initial Method Affinity matrix for the class as:

Obtain the method usage and application fr.equency matrices of the class

and its descendant classes using the AlgoriLhrn [JsageMtrr cìefined in

Figule 4.1.

Define the method affinity matrix of the class fi-om step (Nla) using the

usage matrices and application frequency matrices of the class as definecl

in algorithm MAMtrr of Figur.e 4.2.

N2. Modify the method affinity matrix from step Nl to include use of the rrethods

through its containing classes.

we repeat the operations in step N1 above, using a cliffer-ent type of

relationship - the class composition hierarchy. Obtain the method us-

age and application frequency matlices of the class ancl its containing

classes using the algolithm UsageMtrr of Figure 4.1 and the CCLink-

gra|th from Figure 4.8. CClinkgraph r^eturns a tree rooted at the class

being fi'agmented (contained class in this case) and shows the attribute

link between it and other classes in the database (containing classes)

that use this class being fragmented as a type for- their attlibutes. The

algorithm stalts from the class C;, and for- eveïy class Cr. that contains

c¿ as part-of it, it defines a link from that class c¿ to c¡ (Lines 3-i0 of

Figule 4.8).

Modify method affinity matrix of the class fi-om step (1b) using the usage

matrices and application frequency matr-ices of the class and its con-

taining classes (from N2a). The algorithm CMAMtrrfot this process is
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Algorithm 4.5 (ccLinkgraph - generates a Link tree rooted, at c¿)
Algorithm CClinkgraph
input: c¿: sel of database classes; c¡: set of crasses o' Iinl< paths c¿ Ç c¿.

A(C¿): class composition hierarchy rooted at class C¿.
Cfo"', set of containing classes of C¿.

output: The Link graph (trG) tree rooted at C;.
LG : (f ,À) where f is a set of nodes
À is a set of arcs conllecting nodes in I.

begin
// starting from the class c¿, for every class c¡, that contains c¿ as f I
ll part-of it, define a link from that class C¿ to C¡.ll
LG - initialized with a nodeVC¿ e C¿;

s.t. I r- {C¡lCk €. Cd} and À = fl;q = {c¿}
while C¿ I Root do

for each C; € C¿

for each C¡ € Cfo"t
À=Àu(C¿--+C¡)
Q = C¿¿ {C¡}

end; {for C¡}
end; {for C;}
Q=Ct-{C¿};
Ci : u class in C¿

end; {while C¿}
return (LG(C¡));

end;

Figure 4.8: The Linkg'aph Gener-ator For containing classes of c,
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given in Figure 4.9. This algorithm includes the complex attribute fac-

tol in method affinity matrix of class C¡. Il accepts the method affinity

matrix computed earlier as input and for each pair of extendecl methocls

of the class, it adds the complex class affinity value of the two extencled

methods to their cur-rent method affinity value (Lines 1_3).

N3. use the Bond Energy Algorithm developed by [33] as plesented in [3g, 34] to

generate clustered affinity matrix of the class.

N4. Generate a modified method usage matrix of the class as described in the

algorithm fuIUsageMrúe of Figure 4.3 except this time, we modify the methocl

usage matlix to include a row fol every application q¡ that accesses a methocl

of the class (lines 1-10, Figure 4.3) being fragmented either. through its cle-

scendant or containing classes. Next the Parti,tion algorithm [34, 38] takes the

clustered affinity matrix and the modified method usage matrix as its inputs

and produces fragments of the methods. The Partiti,on algor.ithm fincls sets

of methods that are mostly accessed by distinct sets of applications.

N5. IJse method-attlibute lefelence information of the class to include attr-ibutes

of the class used by methods of each fragment of the crass.

N6. Since ther-e rnay be problems of ovellapping attlibutes in more than one

fragment, use Attribute Placement Affinity Rule 4.I to decicle which ver-tical

fragment to keep each overlapping attribute.

The folmal algolithm fol veltically flagmenting a class consisting of complex at-

tlibutes and simple methods is plesented as algorithrn Vert-CA-SM of Figure 4.10.

This algorithm is the same as the VerticalFrag algorithm of the model with simple
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Algoritlrm 4.6 ^(CMAMtrr - includes cornpler attribute factor in method, affinity
rnatri,r of class C¿)

Algorithm CMAMtrx
input: c¿: the database crass; cfo"t: set of containing classes of c¿.

EM-set(C;"o'Ú) : extended methods set of C¿ and its containilg classes.
EMapplic-set(Cfo't ) : applications accessing extended methods of C¿
and its containing classes.
MU-set(Co"o"¿): method usage matrices of class C¿ and its contailing classes.
MAi: the method affinity matrix for class C¿.

output: MAi: the modifled method affinity matrix for crass c¿.
var

matrixlow,matrixcol : a set of n row/column method headings for the matrix.
row,col : an extended method; n : integer.

begin
I lincfude complex attribute use to method affinity matrix of the class C;
using Definition a.6. ll
matrixrow : (EM).;
matrixcol = (E M)";
n = card((¿ M)q)
for low = (EM)i'' to (EM)i." do

for col: (EM)o't to (EM)i'" d,o
MA(row,col) : MA(row,col) * ccatr((E M);.,o-,lE M¡|."o,,

end; {for col }
end; {for row}

end;

Figure 4.9: complex Attribute Modified Meihod Affinity Matrix Genelator
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attlibute and simple method except that the method affinity matrix inclucles in

addition to subclass affinity (saff) between the extended methods, complex class

affinity (ccaff). Secondly, the modified method usage matlix used for the par-ti-

tioning includes additional rows to account for method usage of the class being

fr-agmented by methods of containing classes.

We simplify the pr-esentation by defining the vertical flagmentation algorithm

in terms of the two key matrices of the class being fragmented: the methocl affinity

and the modified method usage matrices of the class. These two matr-ices consti-

tute the major final inputs to the vertical flagmentation scheme befor-e fragments

ale produced. Thus, the majol difference in the various schemes for fi-agrnenting

various class models lies in how these two matrices are obtained. In describing the

procedures involved in obtaining the matrices needed before running the ve¡tical

fi'agmentation algorithm, we shall attach the sequence of modifications per.forrned

on the matrix as its alguments. Thus, verticalFr-ag(MA(c1""),ArU(c!"") means

running the VerticalFrag algorithm with method affinity matr.ix generated using

only method usage and application frequency matlices of the class and its descen-

dant classes. Similarly, the method usage matrix input to this algorithm is producecl

by including all applications accessing this class through its descendant classes.

ver.ticalF'ag(MA(cl'",cTo"'), a[u(c1"",c:".t) means that the method afÊnity ma-

tlix is ploduced using method usage and application flequency matrices of the class

and its descendant classes fir'st, followed by a modification using method usage a¡cl

application fi'equency matlices of the class and its containing classes. Similarly, the

method usage matrix includes lows to account for method usage of the class by

applications running on descendant classes and then containing classes. The ver-

tical fragmentation algolithm for- the class model consisting of complex attributes

and simple methods Ver|-CA-SIVI of Figure 4.10 is obtained by r.unning the al-
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gorithm VerticalFrac using method affinity matrix that uses infor.mation (methocl

usage and application frequency matrices) from both descenclant classes and con-

taining classes of the class being fragmented. The modified method usage matlix
used also includes a l'ow for every application accessing the class being fragmented

either through its descendant classes or its containing classes.

4.3 simple Attributes and complex Methods

This section pr-esents a veltical flagmentation algolithm for classes consisting of

objects that have simple attributes using complex methods. The two r-elationships

between this class model consisting of simple attributes and complex methods are

the inheritance and method link relationships. Vertical fragmentation of this class

model requires that we know à priori those methods of othel classes referencecl

by each method of the class we want to fragment and that encapsulation is not
violated. The formel lequirement is accomplishecl with static analysis and the lat-

ter is inherent in the object model. Vertical fragmentation in this moclel splits a

class so ali attributes and methods of the class most fi'equently accessecl togethe'

by user applications are gÌouped together. User applications that access attr-ibutes

and methods of the class are of three types namely: (1) those running dilectly on

this class, (2) ihose running on descendants of this class, and (3) those running

on methods of other classes in the database that use methods of this class. As

in simplel models, the inheritance relationship between object base classes is ac-

commodated by including in the method usage of methocls of a class C¿, all usages

by applications on their null method representatives at descendants of this class.

Sirnilarly, the method link is accommodated by including in the class, (C,) methocl

usage, uses by all the intra class null methods. The algorithm icnm of Figu¡e 4.11
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Algoritlrm 4.7 (Vertical Fragrnents of Com2tler attributes and, Simple Method,s)

Algorithm Vert-CA-SM
input: Qc!'" t set of user queries accessing C¿ and its descendant classes.

Qcl""': set of user clueries accessing C¿ and its containilg classes.
C¿ : the database class to fragment
L(C) : the class hierarchy
Cl"" : set of descendant classes of C¿

Cfo"' , set of containing classes of C;
(nU¡c,. extended method set of C¿.

MAR-set(Ç) : method attribute reference set of methods of c¿
AF-set(Cf""): application frequency matrices of C; and descendants.
AF-set(C¿"o"¿): application frequency matrices of C¿ and containing classes.

output: Fci: set of vertical fragments of C¡.
var

MU-set(Cf"") : method usage matrices for class C¿ and its descendalts.
MU-set(Cfo"') , method usage matrices for class C¿ and containilg classes.
M Ai : method affinity matrix of C;.
C Ai : clustered affinity matrix of C¿.
MU; : the modified method usage matrix of C;.

begin
//Generate a set of attribute/method fragments of the crass c¿ f f
// using algorithm verticalFrag with appropriate method affiiÅtry I I
ll and modifled method usage matrices. f f

VerticalFrag(MA(Cf "" , Clo"r) , M U (C!"' , C:""r)) ( 1)
end {Vert-CA-SM}

Figure 4.10: Veltical Fragmentation - Complex Attributes and Simple Methocls
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Algoritlrm 4.8 (icnrn - Generates a set of intra class null methods for class C¿).

Algorithm icnm
input: C¿: the database crass; M"f,: methods of a set of database classes.

C¿: set of database classes; Mc;: metltods of class C¿.
EM-set(Cf"") : set of extended methods of C¿ and its descendant classes.

output: icnm(c¿): a set of intra class null methods of the class c¿.
var
begin

icrlr::(C¿) - g

for each class C¡ €. C¿ do
For every method, Mk.n € BM-set(Cf"") ) do

For every method, Mi'i e Mc, d.o

if çtt;-i eMMR(MÀ.'); the,,
icnm(C;) - icnm(C¿) u Mr."

end; {for Mk."}
end; {for C¡}

end; {icnm}
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Figure 4.11: The Intra Class Null Method Gener.ator

generates the set of methods (complex methods) of other- classes using methocls of

this class C¿. Thus, in vertically fi-agmenting this class model, we fir-st gener.ate the

method affinity matrix of the class that also accounts for the use of its methods by

its descendant classes, then we modify the method affinity matrix to inclucle use of

the class's methods by other complex methods of other classes. This pr-ocess uses

the method usage and application frequency matlices of all descendants of the class

as well as all classes whose complex methods use methods of this class (members

of the intra class null method set of this class).

The use of the intra class null methods of the class in the vertical fi-agmentation

of the class makes the following contr.ibutions to the pr.ocess.

o The affinities between actual methods of the class that alise from use by null
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methods fi'om othel classes are accounted fol while computing the methocl

affinity matrix of the class.

The infolmation captured by extended vertical fragments which include the

intra class null methods is very useful duling the allocation stage. Duri¡g

allocation, the cross class fi-agment affinity inforrration of the extendecl frag-

ments could be used to detelmine whele it is optimal to place the actual

fragments arising from these extended fragments.

The steps for generating veltical fi-agments of classes

tributes and complex methods are given below.

Steps

of simple at-

Pl. Generate the original method usage matrix for the class.

Obtain the method usage and application flequency matrices of the class

and its descendants as defined in algorilhrn UsageMtrc of Figure 4.1.

Define the method affinity matrix of the class f.om step (1a) using the

usage matrices and application fi'equency matrices of the class as defined

in algorithrn MAMtrr of Figure 4.2. By doing this, we ar-e producing a'
initial method affinity matlix of the class that includes use of its methocls

by methods of its descendant classes.

P2. Modify method affinity to include usage of methods thlough complex rnethocl

classes.

a. We lepeat the operations in step P1 above, using a different type of

relationship - the complex method link. We first ploduce a link graph

which is a tree rooted at the class being fragmented C¿,that linlçs it to

r05
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all other classes in the object base whose methods are represented in

the intla class null method set of this class. Input to this Linkgr.aph

gener-atol is the intra cìass null method set of the class icnm(C,). This

algorithm starts from the class C; as the root of the linkgraph ancl if
any C¡ has a method Mi'" represented in icnm(C;), then there is a link
created from class C¿ to class C¡ in the linkgraph as (C¿ - C¡). The

linkgraph algorithm is as given in Figure 4.12. Then, with the linkgr.aph,

we obtain the method usage and application frequency matrices of all

the classes on this linkglaph.

b. Modify method affinity matrix of the class from step (P1b) using the

usage matrices and application frequency matrices of the class and its

complex method classes (flom P2a). The algorilhrrr- CMAMtrris given i1

Figure 4.9. This algorithm includes the complex method relationships in

method affinity matlix of class C¿. It accepts the method affinity matrix
computed earliel and fol each pair of extended methods of the class, it
adds the complex method affinity value of the two extencled methods to

their current method affinity value (Lines 1-B of Figure 4.g).

P3. Use the Bond Bner-gy Algorithm developed by [33] as pr.esentecl in [34, 38] to

generate clusteled affinity matr-ix of the class.

P4. Generate a modified method usage matlix of the class as clesclibecl in the

algorithm IV[UsageMrúr of Figr-rre 4.3. The algolithm IVI[JsageMtrr moclifies

method usage matrix of a class C¿ to include a low for ever.y application q¡ that
accesses a method of this class (lines 1-10 of Figule 4.3). Next lhe Partition
algolithm [34, 33] takes the clustered affinity matlix and the modified methocl

usage matrix and produces method fragments.
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Algoritlrm 4.9 (CIVILinkgraTth - generates a Link tree rooted at C¿ linking it to its
cornptlex method classes)

Algorithm CMlinkgraph
input: c¿:, set of database classes; c¿: set of classes on link paths c¿ c c¿.

icnm(C¿) : set of intra class null methods of C¿;
P(U"a¡ : methods of the set of database classes.
A(C¿): class composition hierarchy with a node for class C¿.

output: The Link graph (ZG) tree rooted at C¿.

LG = (f ,À) where f is a set of nodes
À is a set of atcs corÌnecting nodes in l.

begin
// Starting from

I I the extended
LG *- initialized

s. t.
ct: {ci}
for each

for
C¡ € C¿ d,o

eac]n (EM)j, e icnm(C¿) do
if (E M)'k e JvI"i then

begin
À=Àu(C¿-C¡)
Ct = Ctu {C¡}
end {if}

end; {for (EM)'k}
end; {for C¡}

return (LG(C¿)); ( 10)
end;

Figure 4.I2: The Linkgraph Generator for Complex Method Classes

the class C;,for every class C¡, whose method
method set of the class, define a linl< from that
witlranodeVC¿€C¿;
I ,- {C¡lCk € Cd} and S = Ø;

MJ."
class

appears in //
C¿ to C¡. ll

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
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P5. use method-attribute reference information of the methods in

fi'agment (MAR of Definition 4.1) to include in each method

attributes of the class accessed by methods of the fragment.

108

each method

fragment all

P6. Since attributes may be in more than one fragment, use Attribute Placement

Affinity Rule 1 to decide in which ve'tical fragment to place them.

The formal algorithm for vertically flagmenting class models consisting of simple

attributes and complex methods (algorithm Ver-SA-CIVÐ is given in Figur.e 4.13.

This algorithm takes as its inputs a set of user quelies, class hier-archy of the

database, a class in the hieralchy, the set of complex methods of other classes using

methods of this class (intra class null methods), the method attr.ibute reference of

the methods of this class and the application frequency matrices of the class, its

descendant classes and its complex method classes. Then, it r.eturns a set of ver.tical

fragments of this class. This algorithm is obtained by running the simple algor.ithm

Verticalh"ac using the method affinity matrix that uses information (method usage

and application frequency matrices) from both descendant classes and containing

classes of the class being fragmented. The modifiecl method usage mat¡ix also

includes a row for ever-y application accessing the class being fragmented eithe¡

thlough its descendant classes ol its containing classes.

4.4 complex Attributes and complex Methods

This section presents an algolithm fol vertically fi'agmenting classes consisting of

complex attributes and complex methods. The clatabase infor.mation that need.s

to be captur-ed include: the inheritance hierarchy, the attribute link to reflect the
part-of hieralchy and the method links to reflect the use of methods of objects of
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Algorithrn 4.LO (Vertical Fragments of sirnple attributes and, Conrpler Method,s)

Algorithm Vert-SA-CM
input: Qc!'" t set of user queries accessing c; and its descendant classes.

C¿ : lhe database class to fragment
L(C) : the class hierarchy
Cl"" : set of descendant classes of C¿

icnm(C;) : set of intra class null methods of C¿.
Cçmeth : set of complex method classes of C¿
(EU¡c;' extended method set of C¿.

MAR-set(C¿) : method attribute reference set of methods of C¿
AF-set(Cf""): application frequency matrices of C¿ and descendants.
AF-set(Cre*"h), application frequency matrices of C¿
and complex method classes.

output: F"i: set of vertical fragments of C¿.
var

MU-set(Cf"") : method usage matrices for class C; andits descendants.
MU-set(Cfo"') t method usage matrices for class C¡ and. its containing classes.
M Ai : method affinity matrix of C¿.

CAi : clustered affinity matrix C¿.
MUi : the modifred method usage matrix of C¿.

begin
//Generate a set of attribute/method fragments of the crass c¡ I f
I I using algorithm verticalFrag with appropriate method affiúty I I
ll and modified method usage matrices. //

VerticalFrag(MA(ú1"" ,Cf .rh), I[U(C!"",C:*"\) (1)
end; {Vert-SA-CM}

Figur-e 4.13: Ver-tical Fragmentation - Simple Attributes and Complex Methods
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class C¿ by objects of other classes. The algolithm essentially reuses the algorithms

for simpler models. With this class model, vertical flagmentation aims at splitting

a class so all attlibutes and methods of the class most fr^equently accessed together.

by usel applications are grouped together. User applications that access attributes
and methods of the class are of the following types: (1) those r-unning clirectly

on this class, (2) those lunning on subclasses of this class, (3) those running on

containing classes which use this class as a type for their attributes, and (a) those

running on complex methods of other classes in the clatabase that use methods

of this class. As in simpler models, the inhelitance lelationship between object

base classes is accommodated by including in the method usage of class C¿, alI

usages by applications of their null method representatives at descendants of the

class. Similarly, the attribute link between classes is accommodated by inclucling

in the method usage of the contained class C¿ (being fi-agmented), all usages 6y

applications of theil null method representatives at containing classes of this class.

Finally, the method link is accommodated by including in the method usage of the

class C¿, use of C¿'s methods through the intla class null methods of the class fr.om

all classes in the object base genelated with algorithm icnm of Figure 4.11. Thus,

in veltically fragmenting this class model, we genelate the methocl affinity matrix
of the class iteratively in three incr.ements as follows:

1. This initial method affinity matrix is generated using method usage and ap-

plicatio' fi'equency matrices of the class and its descendants.

2. The method affinity matrix is modified using method usage and application

frequency matr-ices of the class and its containing classes.

3. It is fulther modified using method usage and application frequency matrices

of the class and its complex method classes.
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The steps for generating vertical fragments of classes consisting of complex at-

tributes and complex methods ale given below.

Steps

Rl. Generate initial Method Affinity matrix for the crass as:

obtain the method usage and application frequency matr-ices of the class

and its descendants as defined in algorithm (JsageMtr:t of Figure 4.1.

Define the method affinity matrix of the class from step (R1a) using the

usage matrices and application frequency matrices of the class as clefinecl

in algorithrn MAMtrz of Figure 4.2. By doing this, we ar.e producing an

initial method affinity matrix of the class that includes use of its methods

by methods of its descendants.

R2. Modify the method afinity matrix from step R1 to inclucle use of the methods

through its containing classes.

we repeat the operations in step R1 above, using a cliffer.ent type of rela-

tionship. obtain the method usage and application frequency matlices

of the class and its containing classes using the algor-ithm shown in Fig-

ur-e 4.1 and using the Linkglaph from Figure 4.g that r.eturns a tlee

rooted at the class showing the attribute link between that class ancl

othel classes in the database.

Modify method affinity matlix of the class fi-om step (R1b) using the

usage matlices and application frequency matrices of the class and its

containing classes (f'om Rza). Tire algorithm for this process is given in
Figur-e 4.9.

111
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R3. Modify method affinity matrix flom step R2 above to include usage of methocls

thlough complex method classes.

we repeat the operations in step R2 above, using a cliferent type of

relationship - the complex method link. We first pr-oduce a link graph

which is a tr-ee rooted at the class being fragmentecl c¿, that links it to all

other classes in the object base whose complex methods ar.e repr.esentecl

in the intra class null method set of this class. The linkgraph algorithm

ClvlLinkgraph is as given in Figure 4.r2. Then, with the linkgraph, we

obtain the method usage and application fi.equency matrices of all the

classes on this linkgraph.

Modify method affinity matrix of the class fi.om step (R2b) using the

usage matrices and application frequency matrices of the class and its

complex method classes (from R3a). The algorithm CMAMtrrfor this
process is given in Figule 4.9.

R4. Use the Bond Enelgy Algolithm developed by [33] as pr-esentect in [34, 3g] to
generate clustered affinity matlix of the class.

R5. Modify the oliginal method usage matrix to include method usages through

complex class and complex method classes.

Genelate a modified method usage matrix of the class as describecl in the

algorithm MUsageMrúz of Figur-e 4.3 which modifies the method usage

matrix of a class C¿ to include a row for every application g¡ that accesses

a null method lepresentative of this class at all its descendant classes.

Generate a modified method usage matr.ix of the class as descr.ibed in the

algorithm MUsageMrúz of Figure 4.3 which modifies the method usage

b.

a.

b.
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matrix of a class C; to include a row for every application q¡ that accesses

a null method representative of this class at all its containing classes

c. Generate a modified method usage matrix of the class as described in

the algolithm MUsageMrtr of Figure 4.3 which modifies the methocl

usage matlix of a class C¿ to include a row for- ever-y application q¡ that
accesses a null method lepresentative of this class at all its complex

method classes.

R6. Use method-attribute reference information of the methods in

fragment (MAR of definition 4.1) to include in each method

attributes of the class accessed by methods of the fragment.

each method

flagment all

R7. Since there rnay be pr-oblems of overlapping attributes in more than one

fragment, use Attribute Placement Affinity Rule 4.7 lo decide which vertical

fragment to keep each over-lapping attribute.

The formal algorithm Vert-CA-CM is given in Figure 4.14. This algor.ithm

takes as its inputs a set of user- queries, class hielalchy of the database, a class in
the hierarchy, the set of complex methods of other classes using methods of this

class (intra class null methods), the method attril¡ute reference of the methods

of this class and the application fi'equency matlices of the class, its descendant

classes and its cornplex method classes. It retulns a set of ver.tical fi.agments of

tlris class' This algorithm is obtained by running the simple algor-ithm VerticalFrag

using method affinity matrix that uses information (method usage and application

flequency matlices) from both descendant classes, containing classes alcl complex

method classes of the class being fragmentecl. Ttre modified method usage matr.ix

used also includes a low for every application accessing the class being fragmenteci
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either through its descendant classes, its containing classes or

classes.

II4

complex method

4.4.L An Example

This example incorpolates class models consisting of complex attributes and com-

plex methods. The extended complex class object base is as given in Figure 4.15.

The database schema information consists of the class hielarchy of the object base

and is given in Figure 3.14, while the class composition hier-archy is as in Figure 3.1b.

Suppose we want to vertically fragment the class Stud.ent, the networ-k of methocl

usage and application frequency matrices needecl to compute the method affinity
matr-ix of this class that incorporates saff, ccaffand cmaffis given in Figure 4.16.

The method affinity value of a method pair in the matrix is computed as follows:

MAçM"t"aent'r,¡¡4student'2) - Ðl=, Ii=, ctcc¿(q) t saf f g,o¿(M"tud.ent.t , A¡,tud"nt.z1.

: (40+0+20) + (0+60+10) : 130 (initiat MA).
ccaff(M'tudent'7 ,lltf 

student'2)- ccaf f ¿"r¡(Mstudent.T , ¡y4student.2) ¡
cca Í Í er. ¡ (¡¡'7 stud'ent'7 

t M "tud"nt'z ¡.
: [(50 + 15 + 0) + (2b + 40 + s)] + 0 : 135

MAIM'naent'\,,¡ç4student.z) - 130 + 13b : 265 (after first modification; line b)

The method affinity, clustered affinity and the modified method usage matr-ices

of the class aftel executing lines 2 through 12 of the algorithm 4.I4 are given in
Figule 4.17.

The vertical fi-agments from the execution of the partition algorithm on line 14

ale given below.
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Algorithm 4.11 (Verti'cal Fragments of Complex attributes and, Compler Meth-
ods)

Algorithm Vert-CA-CM
input: Qc!'", set of user queries accessing C¿ andits descendant classes.

C¿ : the database class to fragment
L(C) : the class hierarchy
C!"" : set of descendant classes of C¿

icnm(C,) : set of intra class null methods of C¿.
Cfo"' , set of containing classes of C¿

Cçmeth : set of complex method classes of C;
(EA¡c,' extended method set of C¿.

MAR-set(c¿) : method attribute reference set of methods of c¿
AF-set(Cf""): application frequency matrices of C; ald desceldants.
AF-set(C¿"o"¿): application frequency matrices of C¿ and containing classes.
AF-set(C¿"meth): application frequency matrices of Ç
and its complex method classes.

output: Fc;: set of vertical fragment s of C¿.
var

MU-set(Cf"") : method usage matrices for class C¡ and its descendants.
MU-set(C1o"'). t method usage matrices for C¿ and containing classes.
MU-set(Ccmeth¡: method usage matrices for C¿ and complex method classes.
M Ai : method affinity matrix of C¿.

CAi : clustered affinity matrix of C¡.
MUi : the modifled method usage matrix of C¿.

begin
f fGenerate asetof attribute/methodfragmentsof the classc¿ f f
I I æing algorithm VerticalFrag with appropriate rnethod affinitr I I
ll and modified method usage matrices. f f

VerticalFrag(MA(Cf "" , Cfo,t , ¿Ç^"t\ , M U (C!"" , Cfon, , Cf^"rh)) ( 1)
end {Vert-CA-CM}

Figule 4.14: Vertical I'ragmentation - Complex Attributes and Complex Methods
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Person - { Person, { a. ssno,a. name) a. age, a. adclress },
{ m. ssno-of,m. whatname,m. age-in-year,m.newaddr },

{ L {Personl,John James,30,Winnipeg}
12 {Person2,Ted Man, l6,Winnipeg}
13 {Person3,Mary Ross,2l,Vancouver}
Ia {Person4,Peter Eye,23,Toronto}
15 {PersonS,Mary Smith,40,Toronto}
16 {Pelson6,John West,32,Vancouver}
ft {PelsonT,J acky Brown,3b,Winnipeg}
1s {PersonS,Sean Dam,27,Toronto}
Ie {Persong,Bill Jeans,43,Vancouver}
ås {Personl0,Mandu Nom,30,Winnipeg} } }

P'of : Person pointer o {Prof,{a.empno,a.status,a.dept,a.salaly,a.student},
{ m.empno-of ,m.status-of,m. students-of,m. whatsalary,m. clept-oí},

{ h (person pointer'5) O
{Profl,asst prof,Computer Sc.,4b000,students pointers}

12 (person pointer6) O {Plof2,assoc prof,Math,60000,studenís pointe¡s}
13 (person pointerg) O {Plof3,full plof,Math,BO000,students poìnters} 

'

1a (pelson pointerl0) O {Prof4,full prof,Math,82000,students pointers} JStudent : PeLson pointer O {Student,{a.stuno,a.dept,a.feespcl,a.coursetaken},
{ m. stuno-of ,m. dept-of,m.owing,m. cour.se-taken }

{ 1, (person pointerl) O {Studentl,Math,y,[]
12 (person pointer4) O {Student2,Compute' Sc.,N,[52L,6J2]]
13 (person pointer-2) O {Siudent3,Stats,y,[211]]
1a (person pointer3) O {Student4,Comput", Sã.,N,¡t11,211]}
15 (person pointer7) O {Studentb,Math,y,[321,383j]
16 (per.son pointer8) O {Student6,Stats,N,[111,211]i ] ] ]

Grad : Student pointel O {Gr.ad,{a.gradstuno,u.rrrp"rrrisor},
{ m. gradno-of ,m. whatprog}

{ 1, (Student pointerl) O {Gr.ad1,John West}
12 (Student Pointer2) O {Gracl2,Mary Smith}
13 (Student Pointer'5) O {Grad3,Mary Smith} } }

UnderG : Student

ft (student pointer3), 12 (Student pointer4), 13 (student pointer6)
Dept : {Dept,{a.code,a.name,a.pr-ofs,a.students},

{m. code-of,m.name-of,m.number.-of-profs,m. stuclents_of},
{ h {Dept1,{computer science,pr-of pointers,student pointers}

I 2 {D ept2,{ Math,plof pointers,student pointer.s }
/3 { Dept3, { Actuary S cience,prof pointers,student }
Ia {Dept4,{Stats,prof pointers,student pointers} } }

Figure 4.15: The second complex sample object Database schema
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Figure 4.17: Method/Clustered Affinity and Modified Method Usage Matrices
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{m1,,m3,ma}

{^r,, *r r./TL g, ?n 6, 7n 7} .

4.5 complexities of vertical Fragmentation Al-
gorithms

The computation times of the vertical fragmentation algorithms for ali fou¡ ciass

models are based on that for the simple model consisting of simple attr.ibutes and

methods. Assume / is the maximum number of fragments in a class, r¿ is the

maximum number of methods in a class, ø is the maximum number of attributes
in a class, q is the numbel of applications accessing a database class, while c is the

number of classes in the database. The veltical fragmentation algorithm for the

class model consisting of simple attributes and metho ds VerticalFrag of Figur.e 4.4

is of time complexity O(cqm + m2 + m2 ¡ cqrn I m2 + f^o +a/) which sirnplifies

to O(cqm+m2+ Í*o).This is because line 1of this algorithm VerticalFraqwhich

is UsageMtrz algorithm is of O(cqm), ancl genelation of methocl affinity matrix
(line 2) has computation time of O(-t). The Bond Ener.gy algorithrn (line 3)

has a computation time of O(ræ2), and modifying method usage matrices (line 4)

has the sarrl'e computation time of O(cqm) as genelating or.iginal rnethocl usage

matlices. Lines 6 though 9 used for attlibute inclusion are of O(fma) while lines

10 through 13 for-ensuring disjointness have time complexity O(af). The prevailing

time conplexity of the algorithm depends on the foul parameters, number of classes,

numbel of applications accessing a class, numbel of methods in a class ancl nurnbe¡

of attributes in a class' However, since evely method is expected to be accessing

some attribute, then the number of attributes will be approximately the same as

tlre number of methods allowing the telm /nzø subsu me rr¿2 . If the nurnber of classes
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and applications ale much mor-e than the numbel of methods, the complexity of

VerticalFrag is O(cqm).

The time complexities of the other vertical fragmentation algor-ithms for- more

complex class models are the same as for verticalFrag and are o(cqm + m2 + f *o).
Howevet' the sizes of c and q inclease as the complexity of the class model inc¡eases.

Thus, these algorithms are polynomial in the sizes of these var-iable inputs.
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Chapter 5

Analysis

The objective of this chapter is to evaluate the perfolmance of our. fragmenta-

tion schemes by showing ttrat (1) oul fragmentation schemes are coLLect because

they ploduce fragments that are complete, disjoint and reconstructible; (2) our-

schemes are good because they pi-oduce the lowest overall penalty access costs due

to remote lelevant and local irrelevant access to data with respect to applications

when compared with two other schemes; and (3) oul fragmentation schemes are

practicable since some important components are ah'eady implementecl while the

Ìest can easily be implemented. Section 5.1 demonstlates the correctness of oul
fragraentation schemes by showing that the schemes are complete, disjoint and re-

constluctible' Section 5.2 measules the pelfor-mance of our. fragmentation scheme

by compar-ing the total cost of remote relevant accesses, local ir.r-elevant accesses

and total penalty access costs (r'emote lelevant and local irrelevant costs) made by

all applications to our fragments, with access costs made to fragments gene¡atecl

using two othel approaches when the same set of applications run on these differ.-

ent flagments. Section 5.3 finally demonstrates the practicality of this clistributecì

database design technique by discussing the implementation status of the evolving

721
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iestbed prototype.

5.1 correctness of our Fbagrnentation schemes

It is imperative that fragments ploduced by an algorithm ar-e not only good, but

also colrect. In this section, we check the flagmentation algorithms with ¡espect to

the thlee correctness criteria of completeness, reconstruction and disjointness.

5.1.1 Horizontal FYagmentation

Showing that our holizontal fi'agmentations ar-e correct entails showing that they

are (1) complete (2) r-econstructible and (3) disjoint.

Cornpleteness:

Oul fragmentation scheme generates a set of primary fragments for every ciass and

a set of derived fragments fol every member class of a link in the object base. The

basis of the primaly holizontal fragmentation is the selection pr-edicates from user.

queries. If the set of selection predicates used is complete, then every instance

object is accounted for in some primar.y fragment.

Since our algor-ithms use a set of complete and minimal pr-edicates generated

with COM-MIN, then completeness of the primary holizontal fi'agmentation is guaÌ-

anteed. A delived holizontal fragmentation is complete if every instance object in
evely plimary fragment of an owner class is linked to an instance object in its mem-

ber class. For example, completeness of derived fi'agmentation lequir-es that every

instance object in a subclass or contained class be linked to an instance object in
a superclass ol containing class. Since our LinkGraph and object join oper-ations

gualantee this condition, our delived horizontal fragmentation is complete.
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Reconstruction

Since the plirnary fragments are genelated from a set of complete and minimal

predicates' and the final horizontal fragments of a class are the union of its set of

primary and derived fragments, then for a class with fi-agmentation,

F.: {F!,F*,...,F:}
F" : l) F! for all i : 1 ...w,

where reconstluction of a global class from its fragments is per.formed by the union

opelator'.

Disjointness

COM-MIN generates the set of predicates used for primary fragmentation is mini-
mal and thus genelates non-overlapping primary fragments. The derived f¡agments

may however intloduce some ovellapping if fol example, one member class is linked

to two ol' more ownet classes, or an instance object of a member class is linkecl

with mole than one instance object of the owner class (this may be the case with
complex nethod uses). Our aigolithm uses affinity measure information to decicle

on which one flagment it is most profitable to keep every overlapping instance ob-

ject and this is tal<en care of in the algorithm HorizontalMernber and there is no

overlap.

5.L.2 Vertical Fbagmentation

The alguments here are sìmilal to those for hor-izontal fragmentation.

Completeness

If all the methods of the class ale used in defining the method affinity matrix,
the Bond Energy algorithm will only cluster methods by re-ar-r.anging rows ancl

columns of this matrix. Next, Lhe PARTITION algorithm will assign each of the

methods to one fragment. Thus, this guarantees that the method fragments ar.e
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complete. Then, attributes are included in the method fragments to belong i¡
the same fragment as the methods using them. Since eveïy attribute in a class is

accessed by some method in the class, this process gualantees that every methocl

and attribute in a class belongs to some vertical fragment of the class.

Reconstruction

The reconstruction of the original global class is achieved with a vertical fr^agment

integrator' (O 4) operation. Thus, the integratol takes a number of fiagments

of a class as its input and retur-ns one fragment containing all the attributes ancl

methods in each of the veltical fragments. Therefole, for a class C with vertical

fragmentation,

Fc:{Fi,F;,...,Fi}
C:OF;,VF¿eF"
This means that if each -F] is complete, the fragment integrator- operation will
propelly reconstruct C. Note that each 4 should contain the class identifier and

its method.

Disjointness

Fragments are disjoint except for the object iclentifier and its methods, and this is

guaranteed by the PARTITIO|{ algorithm.

5.2 Goodness of our Fbagmentation schemes

The major contribution of this thesis includes incorporating the inheritance and

aggr-egation hieralchy as well as method nesting infolmation into the process of
fragmentation. Fol simplicity, with vertical partitioning, we restrict the number of
partitions to be generated from a class to two. If the par.tition sizes are big, we

can appiy fur-thel binaly partitioning algolithm iteratively on each ver-tical frag-
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ment. An ideal envilonment for this perfolmance analysis requiles a distributecl

object oriented system that suppolts distribution of data entity ancl r-unning o¡
either local area or wide area netwolk. A performance measure can be obtained ìry

gathering the cost of local and remote accesses to data on the network by all the

applications over a period of time using oul fragments. This is also lun on different

sets of applications, database schemas and instance objects. The same per-formance

measule is obtained over the same period of time, the same sets of applications,

database schemas and instance objects but with fragments fi-om schemes that clo

not account for inhelitance, aggregation hierarchy and methocl nesting. Since there

ar-e no existing real life systems to obtain test applications, clatabase ancl instance

objects fi'om, for this analysis, we simulate an ideal environment with a set of syn-

thetic data and applications. Oul test data are obtained by defining an application

domain, €.8., a university academic database system, and defining possible classes,

attributes and methods in this domain. Then, we define example applications run-

ning on these classes. From these applications, the method usage ancl application

fi-equency matrices ale specified. Inheritance, attlibute and methocl nesting rela-

tionships among classes are also specified. We compare our results with fr.agments

genelated with the horizontal and vertical fragmentation algorithms [2, 84] for r-e-

lations. Efforts to obtain a pelfolmance analysis of our distributed database design

algolithms has led to a vertical fi'agmentation testbed plototype with structur-e ancl

components as shown in Figure b.1.

The testbed prototype figule has two majol palts (a and b). Par-t b gives cletails

of what constitutes each component of Part a for all the fragmentation schemes to

be evaluated. For example, input to oul fi'agmentation algorithms ar-e listed in par.t

b as extended method affinity matrix (EMAM), method usage matlix (MIJM) and

modified method usage matrix (MMU); while input to the alternative fragmentation
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PART B

Figule 5.1: Vertical Fragmentation Testbed prototype
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algorithm is listed in Part b as method/attribute affinity matr-ix (MAAM).

We use the Partition Evaluator (P.8.) proposed by Chakravar.thy et at. l0l
to measure the costs of local and remote accesses incurred by the fiagments fi.om

the two schemes. The objective of the partition evaluator is to measure the total
costs of processing all applications at all distributed sites if each access to a data

fragment amounts to a unit cost. Bvely application plocessing cost consists of its
local processing and lemote plocessing costs. It is assumed that thei-e are no data

redundancies and following fragmentation, the fragments have been allocated to

sites where they are most needed. The P.tr. has two components, namely:

1. Irreleuant Local fuIethod Access Cosú which minimizes the squar-e error for a fixecl

number of fi'agments and assigns a penalty factor whenever ir-relevant methocls

al'e accessed in a particular fragment. The mean vectol V; for fr-agment i is

given by:

1l : (Iln;)Di:._, Mo¡

whele n¿ is the number of methods in fi'agment i ancl M;¡ is the method vecto¡

fol the júlz method in fragment i. This is the IVIijth column in the appiicatiol
method frequency matrix. The application method frequency matrix consists

of the methods in a class as columns and the applications (q) ur r.ows with
the fi'equency of access to the methods fol each application as the values

in the matlix. The mean vector computes an average access pattern of the

applications over all methods of fi-agment i. The difference vector.for methocl

vectol M;¡ is (Mn¡ - 14) and the squa-r-e-eÌror- of the fi'agment i is the sum

of the squares of the lengths of the difference vector-s of all the methods in
fi'agment i. This is given by:

"? 
: ÐiLr(Mo¡ - V)r (M¿¡ - V)
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where T is the total numbel of applications. The square er-r-or

fragments generated is:

E2 
- 

s-m ^2Dm - L-i-t ci.

This equation simplifies to the following:

E2 :ÐLrÐLrlq? *ls*l * (1 - lsællnî))

where .9¿¿ is the set of methods contained in fragment i that the transaction

I accesses. It is empty if t does not need fragment i. A lower value of El
means a lower penalty cost of irrelevant local method access.

2. Releuant Remote Method Access cosú: This second component of the P.E. com-

putes for a set of applications lunning on a fi'agment, the latio of the number.

of remote methods to be accessed to the total number of methods in each of

the remote fragments. This is summed over all the fragments ancl applications

to obtain: E'*: ll=rminimum(l¡¡olq\ * lL¿r*l * lL¡¡llnir¡l)
where q¿ is the frequency of application t for t : I,2,...,T.R;r* is the set

of lelevant methods of fragment À remotely needed by application f while

running on fragment i and l-R;¿¡l is its cardinality. nir¡ is the total number

of methods in 
'-emote fragment k accessed by application t while running on

flagment i. Thus, PE: Er^+ Eh.

For simplicity, we consider only two fragments fol each partitioning scheme. To

show the pelfolmance of our vertical fi'agmentation scheme, we gener.ate nine test

cases with each test case involving:

1. Method Usage a'd Applicatio'Fbeque.cy matrices :

a. a method usage and an application frequency matrices for the class fi.ag-
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mented which include inheritance, agglegation, and method nesting in-

formation.

b. a method usage and an application frequency matlices for the class not

including inheritance, aggregation and methocl nesting info¡matjon.

2. Modified Method Usage Matrix :

a. A modified method usage matrix of the class that includes usages by

descendant classes, containing classes and complex method classes.

b. A method usage matrix not including these depenclencies.

3. Generate Vertical FÞagments :

a. Using the matrices in 1a and 2a above, we generate fragments with ou¡

fragmentation algor-ithms.

b. Similally, using matrices from 1b and 2b, we generate fr.agments using

earlier approach that does not capture object oriented features [84].

4. Ge'erate Application Method Fbeque'cy Matrix (AMF) :

a. Conver-t the information in the two matr-ices in 1a above to gener-ate

application method flequency matrix. This is converted by rnultiplying

each method usage value on the method usage matrix for an application

g¿ by the length of this application qr vector on the application fi-equency

matrix such that for example, the following two matrices:
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method usage matrix application frequency

MT MZ M3 IVI4 S' S' Sg

hI 0 1 0 10 5 b

QzI 1 0 I 20 15 0

Ç20 1 1 0 30 10 0

would convert to the following application method fr-equency matrix.

application method frequency matrix

Mt M, Mz M+

q.r20020 0

Qz35 35 0 35

Çs0 40 40 0

Thus, ç in application method fi.equency matrix is similar to lçl in
application frequency multiplied by the g¿ in method usage matr.ix.

b. Generate the AMF matrix for the alternative approach using method

usage and application frequency matrices from 1b above.

5. Cornpute the PE values :

a. Compute the PE value fol our fragrnents using the matrix in 4a and ou¡

fragments from 3a.

b. Similally, compute the PB value for the altelnative set of fi-agments usilg

the matrix in 4b and fi-agments fr.om 3b.

6. Handle all test cases: Repeat steps 1 to 5 fol eight more test cases (cletailed

in the next section).
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7. Plot Graphs to show Results: Plot the set of PE values obtained from step

5a fol all nine test cases against the set of Ptr values obtainecl fr-om step 5b

for the same nine test cases and the set of PE values obtained for the case

supporting no flagmentation at ail. Recall that lowel PE value means better

performance. Also plot graphs for the local illelevant and remote relevant

access costs of all three cases.

5.2.L The vertical Fbagmentation Test Experiment

Using this objective function that measuïes the plocessing costs of applicatiols r-un-

ning at two local sites where two different fragments genelated by a fragmentation

scheme are presumed allocated, we conducted an expeliment that compared the

plocessing costs of the two flagments from our veltical flagmentation algo¡ithm

with those from the general vertical fragmentation algorithrn [Ba] that does not

incorporate the relationships of inhelitance, class aggregation and method nesti¡g
necessary in object oriented data model. We compaled the costs incurred by these

two schemes with those inculled by a scheme suppolting no fr-agmentation at all,

but which replicates all object methods and fi'agments at the two sites. The two

colnponent costs of local irrelevant access and remote relevant access costs wele also

gather-ed and compared fol these three fragmentation approaches. The experime¡t
vr'as run on nine test cases which modify the data to reflect the following:

cl. Increasing the numbel of methods of this class

classes through inheritance, aggregation, and

without changing the frequency of usage.

accessed by rnethods of other.

method nesting relationships

c2. Keeping the number of the methods accessed constant but incr-easing

frequency of usage of these methods by increasing the application access

the

fi'e-
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quency values of the r-ows of the application method frequency matrix ïepre-

senting accesses by other classes.

c3. Changing the access pattern of methods of this class by other classes to show

some variance from the original access pattern of these methods dir.ectly by

applications.

c4. Other changes include increasing the application access fi-equency values of

the lows of the application method frequency matrix which r-epresent access

by applications directly and not through other classes.

The experiment was conducted primarily with three test clata, each modifiecl

later to leflect any ol a combination of the changes listed above as c1 to c4. The

first three test cases constitute the three main test data while the r-est repr-esent

a rnodification of one of these thlee main cases. The nine test cases are describeci

below:

T1: The first test case consists of a class with nine methods, eight original ap-

plications accessing these methods directly, ancl six additional applications

accessi'g these methods indi'ectly through othe' crasses.

T2: The second test case consists of a class with only four. methods and th¡ee

or-iginal applications accessing these methods directly, while thr.ee additional

applications access these methods indirectly through other classes.

T3: The thild test case consists of a class with seven methods, three original ap-

plications accessing these methods, and nine additional applications accessing

these methods thr.ough other- classes.

T4: This is a modification of T1 accolding to c1 because the number- of methocls

accessed by other.classes is increased.

T32
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T5: This modifies T1 according to c1 and c3 by both increasing the number of

methods accessed by other classes and changing the patteln of access to these

methods to be diffelent flom the original access patter-n of these methods.

T6: This modifies T2 accolding to c3 by changing the application access patter-n.

T7: This test case is a modification of T3 according to c2 by sligtrtly increasing

application access values of a few rows of the application method frequency

matlix, and c3 by slightly changing theil access patter.n.

T8: This is a modification of T3 according to c2, c3 and c4. T7 is moclified by

also increasing the application access frequencies of applications clirectly on

these methods.

T9: This modifies T1 according to c4 by increasing the application access fre-

quency of original applications on the methods of this crass.

The nine test cases are given in Figule 5.2, Figur.e 5.3 ancl Figur-e b.4.

The next step entails genelating two fi'agments flom each of these test cases

using (1) our approach that includes indirect access through other classes, (2) the

genelal vertical fragmentation apploach that considels only applications access cli-

r-ectiy on the methods as in [34], and (3) the approach supporting no flagmentation

at all which has the complete set of methods in a fragment replicatecl at the two

sites. Generating fragments from oul apploach entails using the modified methocl

usage matrix and application access frequency which account for- accesses through

other classes. Genelating fragments from the alternative approach entails using the

oliginal method usage matrix of the class and only the application frequency matr.ix

of the class. The fragments genelated by both our approach and the alter-native

approach for the nine cases are given as Figule 5.5. To compaÌe the pe¡formance of

133
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Applic\Methods
ml m2 m3 m4 m5m6 m7m8 m9m10

ql 25 0 0 0 25 025 0 0 0
q2 0 50 50 0 0 0 050 50 0
q3 0 0 0 25 02s 0 0 0 25
q4 035 0 0 0 03535 0 0
q5 2525250250252525 0
q6250002500000
q7002500000250
q8001515015001515
q9 0 0 0 0 25 0 250 0 0
q10 0 0 020 00 00 020
qll 0 0 0 0 0 0 50500 50
qtZ 75 75 7s0 0 0 75 i5 0 O

q130000000500
q14 0 55550 055 0 0 0 0

TEST 1

Applic\Methods
ml m2 m3

ql20020
q235350
q304040
q40030
q525025
q60250

TEST 2
Applic\Methods

ml m2 m3 m4 m5m6 m7
ql 65 0 0 0 656s 0
q2 60 6060 60 0 0 60
q36506s0000
q4 7070 0 0 0 0 0
q57507507500
q6400000040
q7 6565 00 00 0
q8 7070 010 0 0 0
q900000030
q10400000040
qll 0 0 0 0 0 0 60
q1250000000

TEST 3

134

m4
0

35
0

0
0
0

Figure 5.2: Test Cases 1 To 3
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Applic\Methods
ml m2 m3 m4 m5m6 m7m8 m9mlO

ql 25 0 0 0 25 025 0 0 0
q2 0s050 0 50 0 050s0 0
q3 0 0 0 25 025 0 0 0 2s
q4 035 0 0 0 03535 0 0
q5 252s 25 0 25 0 25 25 25 0
q6250002500000
q7 02525 0 025 0 252s 0
q8 001515015001515
q9 0 0 0 0 250 2s0 0 0
q10 2020 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 20
qll 0 0 0 s0500 50s00 50
clz 1575 15 0 0 0 75 75 0 0
q135050500500
c14 555s 55 0 0 s5 0 0 0 0

TEST 4
ApplicWlethods

ml m2 m3 m4 m5m6 m7m8 m9mlO
ql 25 0 0 0 25 025 0 0 0
q2 05050 0 50 0 050s0 0
q30002502500025
q4 035 0 0 0 03535 0 0
q5 2525 25 0 25 0 25 25 25 0
q6250002500000
q7 02525 0 0250252s 0
q8 0 01515 0150 0 1515
q9 0 0 0 0 25 0 250 0 0
q10 02020 0 0 0 0 20 0 20
qll 0 0050 000s00 50
q12750150 000 0 0 0
q13 5 0 5 0 5 0 0 5 0 0
q14 5s 55s5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TEST 5

Figure 5.3: Test Cases 4 To 6
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Applic\lvfethods

ql
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6

m1 m2
200
35 35
040
00
250
200

TEST 6

m3 m4
200
035
400
030
25 25
020
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Applic\Methods ApplicWlethods
ml m2 m3 m4 m5m6 m7 ml m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7q1 6s0 0 0 65650 ql 1100 001101100q2 60 60 60 60 0 0 60 q2 60 60 6060 0 0 60q3 65 0 6s0 0 0 0 q3 65 0 6500 0 0q4 0 90900 900 0 c4 90 90 0 0 0 0 0q5 0 0 15 0 150 7s q5 i5 0 jS Ojs 0 0q6 10 0 00 0 010 q6 40 0 0 00 040q7 8585 0 0 0 0 0 q1 6565 0 0 0 0 0q8 1070 070 0 0 0 q8 i0jO 070 0 0 0q9 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 q9 0 0 0 030 0 30

q10 40 0 0 0 0 0 40 q10 40 0 0 0 0 0 40qll 0 0 00 0060 qll 0 0 0 0 0060
q12 50 0 00 00 0 qt? 50 0 0 0 00 0

TEST 7 TEST 8
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Applic\Methods
ml m2 m3 m4 m5m6 m7m8 m9m10

ql 25 0 0 0 25 025 0 0 0q2 05050 0 0 0 05050 0
q3 0 0 0 25 025 0 0 0 2s
q403500003s3500
q5 2525 25 0 25 O 25 25 25 0q6 25 0 0 0 2s0 0 0 0 0
q7002500000250
q8 0 0 15 15 015 0 0 15 t5
q9 0 0 0 0 250 250 0 0
q10000200000020
qll 0 0 0 0 00 50500 50
q12157s750 007si50 0
q130000000500
q14 0 55ss0 0550 0 0 0

TEST 9

Figure 5.4: Test Cases 7 To g
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Test
Cases

Our Approach With
OO relationships

No OO-relationship
Approach

No Fragmentation
Approach

Test i Frag 1

Frag2
{I,2,5,7 ,g,g,I}]t
{r,3,4,6}

{1,2,5,9,9}
{r,3,4,6,J,r0}

{ r,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,9, 1 0 }
{ r,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,9,L0}

Test 2 Frag 1

Frag2
{1}
{I,2,3,4,5,6,7)

{ 1,5,6}
{r,2,3,4,7}

{I,2,3,4,5,6,7)
II,2,3,4,5,6,7)

Test 3 Frag 1

Frag2
{1}
{ r,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,9, 1 0 }

{ 1,5}

{r,2,3,4,6,7,9,9,10 }

| 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,9, 1 0 )
{T,2,3 ,4,5 ,6,7,9,9, 10 }

Test 4 Frag 1

Frag2
{r,3,2}
{r,4,5,6,7,9,9,10J

{1,5}
{I,2,3,4,6,7,9,9,10}

{ r,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,9,r0}
{ r,2,3,4,5,6,7, g, g, 1 0 }

Test 5 Frag 1

Fras.2
{1}
{r.2.3.41

u,4j
{I,2,31

{r,2,3,4}
{r.2.3.41

Test 6 Frag 1

Frag2
u,3,4\
{r,2}

{r,4}
II,2,3J

{-I,2,3,4|
u,2,3,4\

Test 7 Frag 1

Frag2
{1}
{r,2,3,4,5,6,J}

{ 1,5,6}
{1,2,3,4,7}

u,2,3,4,5,6,J1
u,2,3,4,5,6,71

Test 8 Frag 1

Frag2
{1}
{I,2,3,4,5,6,7}

{r,3,4,7 }

{r,2,5,6}
{r,2,3,4,5,6,J}
{I,2,3,4,5,6,J}

Test 9 Frag 1

Frag2
u,5,7,9,10j
u,2,3,4,6,8|

{r,5,7 |
{I,2,3,4,6,9,9,10}

{ r,2,3,4,5,6,'7,9,9,r0)
{ L,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,9, 1 0 }

Figure 5.5: Fragments From the Thlee Approaches
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these three approaches for flagmentation, using the application method frequency

matrix of the class that reflects all uses of the methods of this class by all applica-

tions both directly and indirectly, we compute the partition evaluator values of the

three schemes. Each PE value corlesponds to the total penalty cost incurred by

each scheme through both local illelevant access costs and remote relevant access

costs. A iower PE value means a better performance.

5.2.2 The Results of the Experiment

The comparative local irlelevant access costs, r'emote lelevant access costs and the

PE values cornputed using the objective functions of Chakravar.thy et at. ]01 for the

nine test cases ale as given in Figure 5.6. The graphs of the costs (represented on

the y axis) against the nine test cases (r-epresented on the x-axis) for the thr.ee frag-

mentation approaches are given in Figule 5.7 for local irrelevant costs, Figure b.8

for remote relevant cost, and Figure 5.g fol total penalty costs.

Note that for many cases, our appÌoach yielded lowest irrelevant pr-ocessing cost

(Figure 5.7) while the apploach with no object oliented lelationship accounted for.,

performs bettel than the appr-oach supporting no fragrnentation at all. In addition,

since data is replicated with the approaclr suppolting no fragmentation, it incu¡s

the hidden cost (not shown in this analysis) of replication updates. Fol some cases

(5 and 6), the second approach generated lower local illelevant costs than our- ap-

proach but much highel remote lelevant and total penalty costs. With the Remote

Relevant costs of the three approaches (Figure 5.8), the appr-oach supporting no

fi-agmentation but with replicated data performs best with its constant remote rel-

evant access costs of zero fol all cases. Oul apploach perfor-ms better. than the

approach supporting no object oriented relationships for all test cases. Finally, a
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Test
Cases

Approach Locai Irrelevant
Access Costs(units)

Remote Relevant
Access Costs(units)

'l'otal Penalty
Costs(units)

Test i Ours
No-OO
No frag

20847
2tr13
42396

399t
6531
0

24838
277r0
42389

Test 2 Ours
No-OO
No frag

30032
3t79r
600064

0
7546
0

30032
39331
60064

Test 3 Ours
No-OO
No frag

22731
23663
45474

0
6t18
0

22731
3038 1

45474

Test 4 Ours
No-OO
No frag

t7r72
20549
38504

5t 12
7r87
0

22137
21736
38504

Test 5 Ours
No-OO
No frag

2259
I97T
4518

0
2355
0

2259
4326
4518

Test 6 Ours
No-OO
No frag

2263
1740
4461

1439
2466
0

3702
4206
4461

Test 7 Ours
No-OO
No frag

38660
4r298
71321

0
7977
0

38660
49275
tl32I

Test 8 Ours
No-OO
No frag

39324
42580
78649

0
t1468
0

39324
54049
18649

Test 9 Ours
No-OO
No frag

33531
31052
67290

8839
15365
0

42371
464r8
67290

CHAPTER 5. ANALYSß i39

Figu'e 5.6: costs of Processing F'agments using Three Approaches
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our approach

no oo-relationship

no fragmentation

5

Test Cases

Figure 5.7: Local h.relevant Costs of Thr.ee Approaches
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5

Test Cases

Figure 5.8: Remote Relevant Costs of Three Approaches
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comparative analysis of the Total Penalty Costs of the three approaches (Figure b.g)

shows that our approach pelforms best with the overall lowest total pr-ocessing cost

while the approach with no fragmentation perfor.ms wolst.

5.2.3 Performance Analysis of the Horizontal tryagmenta-

tion

The pelformance of our holizontal fragmentation algolithms can be analyzed in a

sirnilar fashion. However', this lequires implementation of both our. hor.izontal frag-

mentation algorithms and those horizontal fragmentation algor.ithms that account

for no object-or-iented relationship as discussed in [7]. These implementations will
enable fast generation of horizontal flagments by the two alternative approaches.

The objective functions developed by Chaklavalthy et al. ll0l for measur-ing the

goodness of the partitions flom different apploaches are only good for vertical f¡ag-

mentation. It is possible to modify this function to enable measuring the goodness

of the horizontal fragmentation algorithms. This can be done by using an applica-

tion object frequency matrix in place of the application method fi-equency matr.ix

used in the vertical fi'agmentation case, but it is an issue for future research.

5.3 Practicality of our Fhagmentation Algorithrns

Bffor-ts to demonstlate the practicality of our fragmentation algolithms have led to

the project of developing a distributed database design testbed currently going on

here at the Advanced Database Systems laboratory of the University of Manitoba.

This testbed has the genelal structure as given in Figure 5.1 for the ve¡tical fr-ag-

mentation case. A similar testbed can be organized fol the horizontal fragmentation

143
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case for futule resear-ch. Fol vertical fragmentation testbecl, so far, three vertical

fragmentation schemes can be compared and evaluated. This has so far involved

about three thousand lines of C code and the algorithms already developecl from

the testbed prototype of Figure 5.1 are as follows:

1. Bxtended Method Affinity Matr-ix generator [1b, 17].

2. Bond Energy algolithm [33].

3. Modified Method Usage Matrix generator [1b, 17].

4. Binaly Vertical Partition algorithm [34].

5. compare and Bvaluate module using Pa'tition Evaluator 110].

More algorithms can easily be attached to this design testbed. A quick compar.-

ison of the actual execution times of the three fragmentation schemes on any one

class shows insignificant difference ,-unning on a Sun Sparc station.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary and Contributions

In this thesis, a comprehensive study of issues in distributed object based clesign

techniques is undertaken. In particular', the thesis involves a detailed stucly of

fragmentation issues in distlibuted object based systerns. This thesis has made a

number of important contlibutions. Early resear..ch in this ar.ea adclressed relations

but failed to address the object-orientecl data model. The first contribution of the

lesearch was to define a classification taxonomy for classes making up a DOBS

which enables the accommodation of all the necessary features of object orienta-

tion. Classes ale classified based on the natule of the attributes and methods they

contain' The featur-es of object orientation incorpolated in the class model classifi-

cation include encapsulation, inhelitance and class aggregation hier-archies as well

as method nesting among classes.

Two main types of fragmentation ale commonly per.formed on database's enti-

ties, horizontal and vertical fragmentations. Early research efforts in fragmentation

r45
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of database entities produced holizontal and veltical fi'agmentation algolithms for-

r-elations, but did not provide fragmentation algorithms for objects. The seco¡d ma-

jor contribution of this thesis is the plovision of a comprehensive set of algorithms

for holizontally fragmenting the following four class models on our. taxonomy:

1. a model consisting of simple attr.ibutes and methods,

2. a model consisting of complex attributes and simple methods,

3. a model consisting of simple att'ibutes and complex methods,

4. a model consisting of complex attributes and complex methods.

In horizontally fragmenting class models, the apploach adopted in this thesis con-

sists of first gener-ating primary horizontal flagments of a class based on only appli-

cations accessing this class, and secondly generating derived horizontal fragrnents

of the class arising fi'om pr-imaly fragments of its descendant classes, its complex

attlibutes (contained classes), and/or-its complex method classes. Finally, we com-

bine the sets of primary and derived fragments of each class to procluce the best

possible fi'agmentation scheme.

The thesis also contributes by ploviding a comprehensive set of algor.ithms fo¡

veltically flagmenting the foul class models on the taxonomy. With ver.tical fr.ag-

mentation, the thesis groups into a fi'agment, all attributes and methods of the class

flequently accessed togethel by applications r-unning on either-this class, its descen-

dant classes, its containing classes, ol complex method classes. This is achieved by

including in the method affinity matrix of the class being fi'agmented, the usages of

this class's methods by applications thlough its descendant classes, containing and

complex method classes. The method usage matlix of the class is also extended to
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include uses of methods thr-ough other classes. This extended method affinity ma-

tlix is clustered and partitioned to produce method flagments. Attributes are later.

included in each method fi'agment to ploduce non-over-lapping attribute/methocl

fragments.

The thesis makes a significant contribution putting together a testbed prototype

suitable for conducting a performance analysis of various fragmentation approaches

for distributed object based systems. The evaluation and comparison of the goocl-

ness of each fragmentation approach is based on the total processing penalty cost

that the system incurs. The two components of the total penalty cost are local

irrelevant penalty cost and remote relevant penalty cost. This thesis proviclecl the

implementation of many components of the testbed that made possible the com-

parison of our apploach with two othel approaches. Our vertical fiagmentation

algorithms were shown to produce best per-formance for all the test cases used be-

cause they generated the ovelall lowest penalty processing costs. Both our set of

holizontal and vertical fragmentation schemes were proven to be correct because

they ale complete, reconstluctible, and disjoint. Fulthermore, the pr.acticality of

our fi'agmentation algorithms were demonstrated. The time complexities of both

the holizontal and veltical fi-agmentation algorithms show them to be polynomial.

This resealch makes an important contr-ibution to database technology in gel-
elal and object based systems in particulal in the following ways. By using algo-

lithms to genelate and allocate optimal fragments to distributed sites, the amount

of irrelevant data accessed by applications at distributed sites is r-educed. This

amounts to some pelformance gain which becomes even moÌe significant in a system

whele objects of arbitr-ary sizes exist. Fragmentation allows gleater concuÌrency

because the "lock granulality" can acculately reflect the applications using the ob-

ject base. When there is a change in the locations of applications, fragmentation
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reduces the amount of data transfer-r'ed

to an appreciable gain in transmission

mentation replication is more efficient

reduces the update problem and saves

148

or that needs to migrate. This also amounts

cost of both small and large objects. Frag-

than replicating the entire class because it
stolage.

6.2 Future Research

Although this research has made a number of significant contributions in this area,

some open problems still exist. The next few paraglaphs will attempt to pr-esent

soÍre of the open research problems related to this project.

The work described in this thesis is aimed at distributing the global conceptual

schema to generate local conceptual schemas which constitutes logical data design.

On the contrary, some earlier works exist on object-oriented database design and

index selection [2] aimed at designing the local intelnal schema which is physical

data design. Efficient design at both physical and logical levels are impor-tant for.

an efficient distributed database design. The design at one level could positively or

negatively affect the performance of the design at the other level. Thus, while the

two designs are independent and on different levels, they ar.e complementary. For

future t-esealch, the impact of varying indexing techniques available at the va.ious

local sites on class fragmentation should be investigated.

Fol this design, fi'agmentation is pelformecl only statically. Ideally, these frag-

mentation algorithms can be modified so they can be used in a dynamic environ-

ment where data is added or removed. Unfoltunately, such an environment is very

complicated because supporting it involves not only the accurate placement of frag-

ments but also the need to transpalently migrate object fr-agments while the system

is being accessed by users. The initial step in this research direction requires that
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we determine a pelformance threshold below which dynamic ledesign is requir.ecl

so the system will continue to meet its performance goals. Future resear.ch shoulcl

attempt to determine if these techniques can be modified so that each iter.ation of

the design process can be accomplished by only analyzing new data acldecl to the

system while updating those fragments that had been previously allocated.

Polymorphism, an object oriented database featule that allows overloading of

an attribute or method definition of a class by its subclass, has not been considered

in this work. Fol example, if a superclass Person has an attlibute salary,,the¡ the

subclass Student does not re-define this attliblte salary because with our model,

an instance object of class Student has a part of ii that is an instance object of

class Persoz thlough oul object join operation. Accommodating polymolphisrn

requires our object join operation identifying polymolphic attributes/methods at

the subclass level and using them to overwlite their superclass equivalents rather.

than having the aggregation of both their values at both super.class and subclass

levels. This work can easily be extended to accommodate this feature for. future

lesearch.

In the current perfolmance analysis,.using paltition evaluator, for the ve¡tical

fragmentation case, we assume only two flagments aïe generated for each class.

Future research should incorporate into our testbed prototype, the component of the

Paltition Evaluator that determines the optimal number of fragments based on the

class size and application uses. Othel object based fi'agmentation appr.oaches can

also be hooked on to this testbed for evaluation pulposes. Future r-esearch should

also attempt to employ similar performance analysis techniques for- our horizontal

fi'agment ation algorithms.

The thir-d type of fi'agmentation that may be necessary on a database entity is

hyblid, which in our model generates fragments of a class C such that each hybricl
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fi'agment contains subsets of the class's attributes, methods and instance objects.

In the lelational case, iterative application of horizontal and vertical fragme¡ta-

tions yield hybrid fi'agmentation. Future lesearch should attempt to clefine irybricl

fragmentation schemes for object systems.

As the problem of distributed object based design has the two components

of fragmentation and allocation of fi'agments, future research should attempt to
discovel suitable theoreticai models for allocating fragments to distributed sites.

Finally, fol efficient management of distributed object based design, futu¡e re-

search should attempt to define a distributed dilectory that supports distributecl

class fragments and implement it on a heterogeneous network.
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